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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
Jurisdiction is conferred upon this Court by UCA 78-2-2(3) 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES 
1. Is the granting of Summary judgment, when material facts are 
at issue ,proper or does it constitute abuse of dicretion by the 
Court? 
2. When both parties admit that additional evidence will be 
forthcoming through a separate Court proceeding, and that evidence is 
neccessary to decide the issue, can a Summary Judgment be granted in 
the absence of that evidence? 
3. When an objection to summary judgment is filed, and the 
evidence veiwed in a light most favorable to the objecting party, 
does the evidence in this case sustain the granting of a Summary 
judgment? 
4. What constitutes ownership interest, and did Appellant have 
such an interest in second half of product in respondants Cargo Link 
and S. D. Ogden's care even if such an interest was conveyed in 
alterante ways other than the option wording of the initial contract? 
5. Can a contract be modified through alternate means, even if 
the modifications are not reduced to writing, and was appellants 
contract with respondants modified in such a way? 
6. Did the respondants Ogden and Cargo Link owe a fiduciary duty 
or duty of care to the Appellant, with respect to property which 
appellants had in respondants care and in which appellants had an 
interest and were they negligent in that duty? 
7. Was appellant "buyer" or "Holder of interest" of the second 
half of the product as meant by UCA 70A-2-501? 
8. Did Respondants Cargo Link and S. D. Ogden have a duty to 
inform Appellants that they could not honor appellants request not to 
release the product to another under UCA 70A-7-2Q4? 
9. Does a policy executed by respondant Cargo Link with 
respondant Great American, which names appellant as "additional 
insured", paid for by appellant, constitute an insurance policy for 
the benefit of appellant, or a third party insurance policy entitling 
appellant to collect on losses incured? 
10. If Appellants had an insurable interest in the property in 
question, did respondant Great American Insurance Company breach a 
contract with appellant by not paying the claim for "loss of goods"? 
AUTHORITIES RELIED UPON 
UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 
31A-21-104 "(1) No insurer may knowingly provide insurance to 
a person who does not have or expect to have an insurable 
interest in the subject of the insurance * * * 
(2) As used in this chapter: 
* * * 
(b) "Insurable interest" in property or liability means 
any lawful and substancial economic interest in the 
nonoccurance of the event insured against. 
* * * 
(5) No insurance policy is invalid because the policy-
holder lacks insurable interest or because consent has not 
been given,* * *" 
70A-1-201 * * * 
(3) "Agreement" means the bargain of the parties in fact 
as found by their language or by implication from 
other circumstances including course of dealing or usage 
* * * 
(6) Bill of Lading" means a document evidencing the 
receipt of goods for shipment issued by a person engaged 
in the business of transporting or forwarding goods, and 
includes an airbill* * * 
(11) "Contract" means the total legal obligation which 
results from the parties' agreement * * * 
(15) "Document of title" includes bill of lading, dock 
warrant, dock receipt, or order for delivery of goods, and 
also any other document which in the regular course of 
business or financing is treated as adequately evidencing 
that the person in posession of it is entitled to receive, 
hold and dispose of the document and the goods it covers. 
To be a document of title a document must purport to be 
issued by or addressed to a bailee and purport to cover 
goods in the bailee's possession which are either 
identified or are fungible portions of an identified mass. 
* * * 
(25) A person has "notice" of a fact when 
(a) he has actual knowledge of it; or 
(b) he has received a notice or notification of it; or 
(c) from all the facts and circumstances known to him 
at the time in question he has reason to know that it 
exists. * * * 
(27) Notice, knowledge of a notice or notification 
received by an organization is effective for a particular 
transaction, from the time when it is brought to the 
attention of the individual conducting that transaction, 
and in any event from the time when it would have been 
brought to his attention if the organization if the 
organization had exercised due diligence. * * *ff 
70A-2-209" (1) An agreement modifying a contract within this 
chapter needs no consideration to be binding. 
* * * 
(5) A party who has made a waiver affecting an executory 
portion of the contract may retract the waiver by 
reasonable notification received by the other party that 
strict performance will be required of any term waived , 
* * * » » 
70A-2-501 "(1) The buyer obtains a special property and an 
insurable interest in goods by identification of existing 
goods to which the contract refers even though the goods 
so identified are nonconforming and he has an option to 
return or reject them. Such identification occurs 
(a) when the contract is made if it is for the sale of 
goods already existing and identified; 
(b) if the contract is for the sale of future goods 
* * * when goods are shipped, marked or otherwise 
designated by the seller as goods to which the 
contreact refers. 
* * * 
70A-7-102 " * * * (a) 'Bailee1 means the person who by a 
warehouse receipt, bill of lading or other document of 
title acknowledges possession of goods and contracts to 
deliver them. * * * 
'Warehouseman1 is a person engaged in the business of 
storing goods for hire. * * *" 
70A-7-204 ,f(l) A warehouseman is liable for damages for loss of 
or injury to the goods caused by his failure to exercise 
such care in regard to them as a reasonably careful man 
would exercise under like circumstances * * *" 
CASE LAW 
Apache Tank Lines Inc. v. Cheney 18 U.Adv. Rep. 19 (Utah SC 
1985) 
»t* * * in an appeal from a summary judgement we view the 
evidence and all reasonable inferences to be drawn 
therefrom in a light most favorable to the losing party. 
Hall v. Warren, Utah 632 P.2d 848 (1981); accord 
Blackhurst v. Transamerica Insurance Co., Utah 699 P.2d 
688 (1985). Summary judgment should be granted with 
great caution in negligence case. Williams v» Melby, Utah 
699 P.2d 723 (1985). Issues of negligence ordinarily 
present questions of fact to be resolved by the fact 
finder * * *" 
Casev v. Highlands Ins. Co. 600 P.2d 1387, 1388-9,(Idaho 1979) 
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 [ 1 ] In deciding whether the district court erred in 
granting [Plaintiff's] motion for summary judgement, we 
decide this case on the following question of law: when a 
genuine issue of material fact presents itself through the 
pleadings, depositions, admissions and affidavits of the 
parties involved, it is error, as a matter of law, to 
grant summary judgment to the moving party * * *,f 
Lvnch v. Johnson 84 S.E.2d 419, 423 (Va 1954) 
"[7-9] Hence it may be said generally, if any person 
insure his own interest in property in his own right and 
at his own expense, then he is entitled to the insurance 
proceeds * * *ff 
Coburn v. Firemanfs Fund Ins. Co. 387 P.2d 598, 601 (Idaho 1963) 
"(quoting 3 Couch, Insurance Sec. 24.13 2d Ed. Anderson, 
1963) 
t * * *
 a person has an insurable interest in property 
whenever he would profit by or gain some advantage by it's 
continued existance or suffer some loss or disadvantage by 
its destruction. If he would sustain such loss, it is 
immaterial whether he has, or has not any title in, or 
lein upon, or possession of, the property itself. * * *f ,f 
STATEMENT OF CASE 
This is Civil Matter in which appellants Quantum Associates 
(hereinafter referred to as Quantum) Arnold Gaub (hereinafter 
referred to as Gaub) and Quantum Associates filed suit against 
Defendants Scott D. Ogden, a/k/a S. D. Ogden, d/b/a Cargo Link 
International, and S. D. Ogden and Associates, d/b/a Cargo Link 
International, (hereinafter referred to as Cargo Link) for damages 
arising out of Cargo Link's negligent, unlawful release of goods 
belonging to Gaub, and Great American Insurance Companies a/k/a 
Great American West, Inc., (hereinafter referred to as Great 
American), for failure to reimburse his loss under an insurance 
policy naming Quantum "also insured" paid for by Quantum and Gaub. 
Defendants filed Motion for Summary Judgment (See Record page 39-96) 
Plaintiff's objected, claiming material facts at issue, (See record 
99-105)- Motion was argued orally before the Honorable Homer F. 
Wilkinson, on March 2, 1989, at which time the Motion was granted, 
stating no Findings of Fact or Conclusions of Law, and appellant Gaub 
entered notice of appeal on March 23, 1989, to the Utah Supreme 
Court. The Utah Supreme Court "poured over" the case to this Court. 
FACTS 
1. Appellant Gaub is the sole stockholder, and "alter ego" of 
Quantum, a corporation who were in the business of inventing, and 
manufacturing, under sub-contract, certain satellite television 
equipment. 
2. Gaub contracted Cargo Link and Ogden to ship, warehouse, and 
store products imported and provide custom's documentation for 
inbound product and to further, warehouse and ship outbound domestic 
products, (exhibit 1 thru 8) 
3. Great American issued an insurance policy to Cargo Link and 
Ogden, naming Quantum "additionaly named insured" (exhibit 9 thru 12) 
covering the contents of areas where Quantum's product was stored, 
against loss, damage or liablity. This policy was ordered, and 
written exclusively for Quantum's business, and product. Gaub paid 
the entire premium for this policy, (exhibit 13 thru 18) 
4. Gaub ordered 2,100 satelitte disk drives from Richard Soong, 
and Co., and arranged with Cargo Link to handle the shipping 
arrangements and to store them in the Foriegn Trade Zone, and to 
facilitate their passage through customs.(exhibit 7, 19, 23, & 44) 
Gaub was required to pay all freight charges and received a Bill of 
Lading for the Goods, (exhibit 2, 20, 21 & 22) 
5. The equipment arrived in two packages of 1,050 units each and 
Gaub was to pay for the first half, (which was done) and to pay for 
the second half within 30 days if they were acceptable. (See exhibit 
1, 20, & 21) 
6. The first half of the shipment was defective and Gaub was 
negotiating for a settlement with Soong on the second half of the 
shipment, (exhibit 26, 27, & 28) 
7. Cargo Link was aware of the negotiations between Gaub and 
Soong, (exhibit 40, 41, 42 £ 43) but none the less released the 
second half without any authorization from Gaub to Soong, without any 
notification to Gaub that the release was requested or imminant. 
8. Soong filed suit against Quantum and Gaub to require payment 
for the second half of the product in California Federal Court in 
which one of the issues was a question of ownerhip, which case was 
not yet decided when the instant case was summarily dismissed, and 
which both parties agreed might substantially answer the question of 
ownership, (exhibit 40, 41, 42, & 43) 
9. Gaub filed a claim to Great American, for losses sustained 
through the unlawful release of his product, and to pay for 
litigation defenses as a direct result of the mishandling of his 
property by Cargo Link (case against him from Soong) which was 
rejected by Great American. 
10. Quantum and Gaub filed the suit which is the substance of 
this appeal, claiming negligence and failure to exercise due care on 
the part of Ogden and Cargo Link, and breach of contract by Great 
American, (exhibit 45 thru 51 
11. The Court granted Summary Judgment to the defendants (See 
record page 138-139) over Plaintiff's objections (See record page 99-
105) failing to issue any findings of fact or conclusions of law. 
12. Gaub appealed, pro se from the judgment and this Court 
Ordered briefing. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
In this case there are numerous material facts at issue, which 
have yet to be decided by a trier of the facts, such as did a 
contractual relationship exist between Gaub and defendants Ogden and 
Cargo Link, what type of contract existed, did Cargo Link owe a duty 
of care to Quantum or Gaub, did Gaub or Quantum have an ownership 
interest, or an insurable interest in the second half of the satelite 
drives receieved, was there a contract of insurance issued by Great 
American for the benefit of Quantum, and Gaub, and were losses 
sustained insured losses under that contract. These are facts which 
can not be adjudicated by summary judgment alone, even after the 
filing of the depositions and motions, and oral argument on the 
motions, therefore should have received a trial on the facts and the 
law. 
Respondant Ogden and Cargo Link acted as warehousemen for 
Quantum and Gaub, which relationship existed and was understood by 
the parties to be an agreement before the shipment of satelite disks 
(exhibits 7, 30, & 31) which are the substance of this case, and Gaub 
had a right to expect 
a reasonable amount of care be executed in his behalf over the goods 
in Cargo Link's care and Cargo Link was negligent in performance of 
that duty. 
Respondant Great American issued an insurance policy naming 
Quantum as "additionally insured" (exhibits 9 thru 12) which was paid 
for by Gaub, (exhibit 13) insuring him against loss and liability, 
and yet refused his claim thereby breaching it's contract with him. 
(exhibit 47 thru 51) 
ARGUMENT 
Gaub had a pre-existing contract with Cargo Link, and Ogden to 
act as warehousemen as defined in UCA 70A-1-201(3), and 70A-7-102 
and had made a contract with Soong for the purchase of satelite disks 
which he included into his contract with Cargo Link, by verbal 
arrangements with Cargo Link.(exhibit 34) Cargo Link accepted the 
arrangement to act as warehouseman for Gaub by the actions of 
arranging for shipment and storage of the goods, (exhibit 2, 3, 8, & 
35) Although the product was shipped in two separate packages and 
Quantum only had an option on the second half of the product he 
definately had "documents of title as referred to in UCA 70A-1-
201(15) in that he received a bill of lading for all of the goods, 
and paid for the shipping of them. Cargo Link made all of the 
arrangements (exhibit 8 & 31) for Gaub and cannot claim that they had 
no knowledge of the interest Gaub had in the product. 
Ownership interest was shown by an agreement requiring the 
appellant to pay all of the freight and duty on the entire shipment 
of 2100 units (exhibit 2 ), the billing statement form the respondent 
Cargo Link, to appellant wherein appellant paid the freight charges 
to Salt Lake City for both the first and second halves of the 
product, (exhibit 3 ), a check from appellant in payment of freight 
bills for all of the product (exhibit 6) 
Cargo Link had adequate notice of the negotiations with Soong 
for the second half of the product, as required by UCA 70A-1-201(25) 
and (27) by the means of conversations between Gaub and 
representitives of Cargo Link, and further from the tagging and 
marking of the product for Quantum and Gaub (UCA 70A-2-501) (See 
Exhibit 19 thru 25 & 33). Cargo Link had a duty to exercise 
reasonable care over the property thus identified as belonging to 
Gaub or which Gaub had an interest. 
Cargo Link therefore failed to exercise reasonable care and is 
liable for negligence under Utah law, wherein it released the product 
thus identified as belonging to Quantum and Gaub to anyone other than 
Gaub without first notifying Gaub of it's intention so that Gaub 
might take his own precautions to protect his property. 
Further evidence of ownership of the property is evidenced by 
the Pleading, in California Federal District Court, by Soong, wherein 
Soong pleads that Gaub had exercised his option on the product. 
This evidence was not available to the trial Court, and although both 
parties agreed that the ownership could be determined by the 
California Court (See exhibit 40 & 41), Summary Judgment was granted 
prior to this evidence becoming available. 
Gaub had an insurable interest in the entire product as defined 
in UCA 70A-2-501, and therefore contracted with Great American, 
through Cargo Link to insure his product. If he did not then Great 
American was in violation of the law when they issued the policy. 
The policy was issued, (exhibit 9 thru 13) and paid for at the time 
when all of the product was stored with Cargo Link. 
The policy was made to insure Gaubfs interest in the product 
(See exhibit 9 thru 12) and Great American was liable to pay Gaub for 
losses incurred by him, and to defend him in actions arising from the 
transactions (See Coburn v. Fireman's Fund Ins. Co, 387 P.2d 598 
quoting 3 Couch Ins. Sec 24.13. and Lynch v. Johnson 84 S.E.2d 419) 
Therefore Great American breached the contract with Gaub. 
When such issues of fact and law are so hotly contended as the 
issues in this case, the granting of a Summary Judgment is an abuse 
of discretion by the Trial Court. (See Appache Tank Lines Inc. v. 
Cheney and Casey v. Highlands Ins. Co. 600 P.2d 1387, Idaho 1979) 
CONCLUSION 
WHEREFORE by reason of the law appellant prays the Court for a 
Judgment for damages for Breach of Contract by Great American in the 
maximum amount of $650,000.00, bailee's liability, and $500,000.00 
general liability, together with interest, and further for an order 
requiring Cargo Link, Ogden and/or Great American to pay for certain 
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legal fees expended by Gaub in the defense of action resultant from 
Cargo Link's breach of contract in the amount of $1,000,000.00, and 
any other such relief as the Court may deem appropriate. 
Lacking such remedy, appellant moves the Court to reverse the 
summary judgment and remand the case to be tried on the facts. 
Dated this silp day of September, 1989 
Respectfully submitted, 
ARNOLD A. GAUB, pro se 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Brief of 
the Appellant was mailed to the opposing Counsel by depositing four 
copies in the U.S. Mail, first class postage prepaid, addressed to 
Paul S. Felt and Mark 0. Morris 
Ray, Quinney and Nebeker 
400 Deseret Building 
79 South Main Street 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
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EXHIBIT A // 
-ISoo 
(3071 8543000— 
Ju if 2\ 1983 
Richard Soong & Co., Inc. 
17885 Skyp rk Ko. Suite D 
Irvine, Ca.92714 
Dear Kr. Soong: 
Reccaping the terms ana conditions -for our order 
of 2100 units, it is our understanding as follows: 
Cost of the uivi^ s of $180.00 each f.o.b. port of Los 
Angeles witl^fixeight and duty to be paid by'Quantum 
Associates, Inc, froduct is tc come diredt to the 
Salt Lake City Trade Zone under bond in care of S.D. 
Ogden Associates. 
J^ roduct to be shipped on or before June 30, 1983 with 
L/C to expire on July 10, 1983. 
warranty to be solely the responsibility of Quantum 
Associates, Inc. 
L/C to be opened by Star Valley State Bank or by their 
designated corresponding Bank in the amount of $13$,$00.00 
immediately for the first 1050 units. Within 30 days 
after arrival in Salt Lake City, Utah, Quantum Associates 
Inc. has the option of paying 3189,000 for the remaining 
1050 units, should the product be acceptable. 
Upon demand of L/C payment, Star Valley State Bank will 
wire to Kichard Soong & Co the balance of product cost 
in the amount of 554,600 to uank of America/Irvine Ind-
ustrial Br.#1101, account no.0-00031, 4101 McCarther Blvi. 
Newport Beach, Ca.92660 
L/C for ^134,400 o^et: to Kichard Soonj £ Co., Bank of America 
Branch 66?
 f -\t 555 Flower St., Los Angeles, C a. 
L/C to follow s:ir.u: format a: L/C 100* c-: itr. amendment except 
for it* c.Tfsary cnan^ jcs in sh i. . int- .i* t«s cr.-J product cort. 
Special ;TOvision im:lu.:es nil 4 54 reserve t.'.itn or u.-iit 
beiii£ liciu by 'I'nicb n!ou»; with
 ;'.rtc stock must be :el iverc 
to S.J. -i'Mi ,v A:»r ••* *"'  i tur- \*r% Vr. ."«•* ft 
•\!>c1 
of L/C car^  h*% 
$ VCC 1P7I 
RICHARD SODNG & CO. (USA) INC. 
17B8S SKYPARK NORTH, SUITC O 
I P V I M C . C A L I F O R N I A 9 2 7 U USA 2l*v& IT ^ TEL. <7t«) S*fc. 
TAX <7H> S-46-2028 (Gil 
June 8, 1983 
AGREEMENT 
Richard Soong & Co.(USA)Inc., 17885 Skypark North, Su£te D, Irvine, 
California 92717 and Quantum Associates, Inc., AlpinejAirport Road, 
Alpine, Wyoming 83128, agree as follows in reference to the order 
of 2100 units of Quanta Q-7: 
Cost of the units of $180.00 each C.I.F. port of Los Angeles, with 
duty and freight to Salt Lake City from Los Angeles tfc be paid by 
Quantum Associates, Inc. Product is to come directly] to the 
Salt Lake City Trade Zone under bond in care of S.D. Ogden Associates 
Product to be shipped on or before June 30, 1983 with Letter of 
Credit to expire on July 10, 1983. Dates may be extended if 
necessary by. 10 day increments. 
Warranty and liability to be the sole responsibility of Quantum 
Associates, Inc. 
Letter of Credit to be opened by Star Valley State fiank or by 
their designated corresponding bank in the amount of £134,400.00 
immediately for the first 1050 units. Within 30 days*after 
arrival in Salt Lake City, Utah, Quantum Associates Ipc. has 
the option of paying $189,000 for the remaining 1050 Units, should 
the product be acceptable. 
Upon demand of L/C payment, Star Valley State Bank wi&l wire to 
Richard Soong & Co. the balance of product cost in this amount of 
$54,600 to Bank of America/Irvine Industrial Br.#1101i, account no. 
11010-00031, 4101 MacArthur Blvd., Newport Beach, Ca« 92660. 
Advising bank for the Letter of Credit in amount of $134,400 is 
Bank of America, Branch #662, International Banking, 555 
Flower St., Los Angeles, Ca. 90017. 
Letter of credit to follow same format as L/C 1004 anfl its amendment 
except for necessary changes in shipping dates and prbduct cost. 
Special provision includes all 454 reserve units or upit being held 
by Taico, Inc.,'along with parts stock must be delivered to S.D. 
Ogden & Associates before release of L/C can be effected. 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Quantum Associates, Inc. 
Arnold Gaub, Pres ident %z DEPOSITION 
- \ 
Rishjard1 Soong/fi^Co. (USA* 
T) 
3 RicKard, Soong, Presiaem 
. - . . . . , - . _ ,
 o r r i r . P s . H a N G icONGi* MANILA • TAIPEI • TAICI-
CARBEMJI1K £A 3 
INTERNATIONAL 
MR (SEA (T WICK i*N!L 
Custom Brokers Lie. 5431 
Airfreight Consoiidators 
I.A.T.A. Agents 
Ocean Freight Forwarders 
F.M.C. License No. 2016 
4980 Amelia Earhart Drive 
P.O. Box 22154 AM F 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84122 
Phone 801 539-1012 
Telex 389-949 AIR LINK SLC 
INVOICED lO CLIENT NO. j _ 
Qemtttast Associate* 
Po&ox 18 
A l p l M , OT 83125 
NO OF PIECE^ COMMODITY WT~ 
CONSIGNEE 
DEPARTURE INV DA IE IYOURREF. » • " • • • • • • • • * 
1 Auvnftt 19** 1 1 
' DISTRIBUTION OF DOCUMENTS 1 
TO 
SHIPPER 
CONSIGNED j 
BANK/AGSNT j 
ORIG. B/L DRAFT | COMKfL INV ftPKG SL. CONSUL. DOCS lN5 CERT CUSTOMS INV OTHER I 
VESSEL/AIRLINE I OUR INVOICE NO. 1 
, nA-tim I 
AGENT/BAfK 
POINT OF SHfPp,NG DESTINATION ' j 
S8JE388I OH IBE CE2EH IGRHATO 1030 Caita 
1 " ITEM i 
1. Air Fre^ht 1 
| 2. Ocean Freight XX C3A&CSS A S P FUE& CHARGES 
3. Consul t Fees _ 
1 4. Consutfr Blanks 
1 5. PreDar0 t ,on ° * Consular Documents 
1 6. Insurance Premium 
1 7. Insurance Placement 
1 87 Ciearance a n d Handling 
1 9. Postage 
I i n Tpipphone-Teletype Expenses 
I 11. Messenger Fee rcpimSS BOCnWHTS 
112. Banking 
i n M.^Piianeous H A n d i i a f tar XATL S h l j w ^ f f i ; _ _ 
| 14. Packing a n d Crating 
15. Custorr^Entry Service 
I 16. Duty Peposit 
I 17. Bonds 
18. Cartage f ^ e m T r * / f « 7^P^ fr*1 P^ i rHmf i l iH , — 
1 19. Reforvvarding Services 
| 5 o Carrier Certificate Release 
I 21. Custo^ s 'nvoice 
1 22. Inland[Freight f ^ , . r^**** t>A iftjft fey g j ^ 
| 23. Bevond Air Freight * ^ 
ACCT. NO. 
4090 
4020 
4030 
COST 
IRftA.fi 
16. 
AM. 
\W*T 
) 
U L 
bo 
M— 
AMOUNT 
" ' 
9. 
too. 
M -
1 1ACU 
1 5X> 
yi 
1600. 
BQ_ 
J S J 
JHLJ 
00 
. an 
os j 
.00 I 
!W 
puatnaui Off tear Churmta 
jrxirflfjitt. Tn & Out Ctinre.rn im 1050 «*t&. 
PaMat Clutrwa fron yvir i^gw y^ad* TM« 
-SO. 
-840* 
_&IL 
m 
.00. 
m 
• - ^ • • r * TERMS & LIABILITIES :. • ' - ; .> ; j ^ 
All Invoice t i t piVabla- upon prtiantifIon tinea most ibovt charges fijjrasiiht funds 
a^dvanced in your behalf* A VA% tervice charge will ba iddtd to invoices remaining un-
party charges or claims; or lossai to tha cliant due to causes beyond our reasOnablt 
•control* If collaction It mada by suit or otharwisa tht cliant agrees to pay 'collection 
costs Including reasonable attorney fees. -
 r 
J.M8.70 J44SL29. TOTAL 
CREDIT 
PAY THIS AMOUNT • ! 
-kill -W 
47H 9d 
CC0I9R 
FILE COPY 
ho/trum 6. a 
P 0. BOX 7 
LONGBEACH, CA 90801 
REMIT TO: 
P.O. BOX 24585 
SEA77LB, WA 99724 
war ren. inc 
C H B LICENSE NO 5888
 F M C NO 2647 
TEL. (213) 432 8943 TELEX NO BWI LGB 650434 
I C C . NO MC13Q738F 
CUSTOM HOUSE BROKERS 
INTERNATIONAL 
FREIGHT FORWARDERS 
TRANSPORTATION BROKERS 
INVOICE DATE 
S.D. OCDEII & ASSOCIATED 
?.0. BOX 22154 AM* 
SALT LAKE, CITY, UTAH 84122 
ENTRY NUMBER 
I 
321.153 
MARKS AND NUMBERS ,7/iw/ai 
733 CTHS DRIVE MOTC* & CONTROL UNIT 
SHOT 212617-1 4 3 , 4 9 5 # 
tOj SALT LAKE CITY, OT 
llB-W REFERENCE NO. 6 -£ir rov?M voptiAT?n CUSTOMER REFERENCE NO. «ILL OF LADING NO. 
321333 S/A-
) 
s, fl+f, 
^[ARRIVE/SAIL PORT 
•KSCUXJUS / 
ICUST.A/c NO. 
TERMS & CONDITIONS ILINEI CHARGE DESCRIPTION 
IMPORTANT 
BOSTRUM-WARREN, INC. 
Herein referred to as the Company 
t Do not dispose of any owl of a shipment until 
you have received ALL packages held for Customs 
axamination If you ara unable to redeliver to 
Customs on damand severe panaltias may rasult 
1 f1 is agreed that tf tha property covered by this 
hill is entrusted or delivered to any express com-
Deny truckman steamship, railroad or othar carnar 
tvhetner namad in this bill or not (which tha Com-
pany is haraby authorized to do subject to all tha 
tisuai conditions of transportation and limitations 
of liability of such carnart and othars I such parson 
br company so salactad shaft ba regarded excHittvery 
»• tha agent of tha thippar consignee or owner of 
laid proparty and as such alona liable and tha 
Company shall not ba in any want ratponstbla for 
tha negligence or non-parformanea of such company 
Or parson nor for any error of fudgment or mis 
Intarpratation of instructions, and in no avant shall 
tha shipper, consignee or owner of said proparty 
damand or racovar beyond tha sum D( $50 00 (or 
tha invoice value tharaof it lassi at which each pack 
age is hereby valued unless liability for h gher sums 
ba tpecificnitv requested in writing and accepted by 
tha company in writing 
3 This invoice covers cash advances and services in-
cluding in each item of disbursement (except duty 
•nd »reight! our profit or compensation (or our 
In compliance with Federal Regulations please 
read the following 
If you ara tha importer of mcord payment to tha 
broker will not relieve you of liability lor Customs 
charges (duties taxes or other debts owed Customs! 
in the event the charges ara not paid by the broker 
therefor if you pay by check Custom charges may 
ba paid with a seoarate check payable to the 
United States Custom Service which shall ba 
delivered to Customs by tha broker 
Methods of payment 
An importer may pay duties either 
Directly to Customs whether or not a licensed 
Customhouse broker is used or 
Through a licensed Customhouse broker Whan en 
importer uses • broker and elects to pay by check 
or bank draft tha importer may issue tha broker 
either 
One check or bank draft payable to the broker 
covering both duties and tha broker s fees end 
duties to Customs on behalf of the importer or I 
Separata cheeks or bank drafts one covering 
duties payable to tha U S Customs Service 
(or transmittal by tha broker to Customs and 
the other covering tha broker t lees and charges '• 
The mporter s check or bank dralt lor duties 
' shaft ba delivered to Customs by the broker 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
IMPORTER MUST FURNISH MISS-
ING DOCUMENTS WITHIN THE 
PERIOD OF TIME AS REQUIRED 
BY CUSTOMS REGULATIONS TO 
AVOID CUSTOMS PENALTIES 
INLAW* FREIGHT 
CHAR(3E AMOUN" 
W00.OO 
(nECJIVKD YOUR cuucjj # 8 4 8 0 F 0 R THB AMQmjx OP $ 1 8 0 0 . 0 0 ) 
die 
cboa 
'U 
THANK YOU FOR 
USING OUR SERVICE! 
££&V)^ 
EXCEPT F O R CUSTOMS 
SJ1TRA,£^ AND DUTIES 
^Jf*.AR^ INDEPENDENT 
CONTRACTORS 
PAYABLE UPON 
PRESENTATION 
TOTALcHARGfc 
$800.00 
ho/trum £*£ 
P.O. BOX 7 
LONGBEACH. CA 90801 
REMIT TO: 
P.O. BOX 24585 
SEATTLE, WA 98124 
war rea mc 
C.H.B. LICENSE NO. 5888 FMC NO. 2647 
TEL. (213) 432-8943 TELEX NO. BWI LGB 650434 
I.C..C. NO. MC130738F 
CUSTOM HOUSE BROKERS 
INTERNATIONAL 
FREIGHT FORWARDERS 
TRANSPORTATION BROKERS 
321556 
INVOICETJATE-
7/1B/8J 
S«D, 0GDE2? & ASSOCIATES 
P . O . BOX 221*5* AMP 
H
 SALT LAWS CITY, UT 84122 
MARKS AND NUMBERS 
735 CTHS DRIVE MOTOR & CONTROL W I T 
M 1 1 I 1 RMCU 210074-7 4 3 f 4 9 5 # 
TO! SALT LAKE CITY, UT 
KX CREEW FORWARD 
ENTRY NUMBER IIB-W REFERENCE NO. CUSTOMER REFERENCE NO. BILL OF LADING NO. INVOICE NO. 
IT# 5296-2781 321556 H/A K8CLAX7284 / / 
CARRIER ARRIVE/SAIL PORT CUST.A/CNO. 
UP 
TERMS & CONDITIONS 
IMPORTANT 
BOSTRUM-WARREN, INC. 
Herein referred to as the Company. 
1 Do not dispose of any part of a shipment until 
you have received A L L packages held for Customs 
i « M w i i t i M i Iff U M I u . iinAHl* in rmiimli\im* In 
Customs on demand, severe penalties may result 
2 It It agreed that if the property covered by thai 
bill is entrusted or delivered to any express com-
pany, truckman, steamship, railroad or other carrier 
whether nemed in this bil l or not (which the Com-
pany si hereby authorized to do , tubtect to all the 
usual conditions of transportation and limitations 
of liability of such carriers and others ) such person 
or company so selected shall be regarded exctuswerv 
as the agent of the shipper, consignee or owner of 
Company shall not be in any event responsible for 
the negligence or non-parformanea of such company 
or person, nor lor any error of ludgment or mis-
interpretation of instructions, and in no event snail 
the shipper, consignee or owner of said property 
demand or recover beyond the sum of $ 5 0 0 0 lor 
the invoice value thereof if less) at which each pack-
age i t hereby valued, unlets liability for higher sums 
be specifically requested in writing and accepted by 
the company in writ ing 
3 This invoice covers cash advances end services in-
cluding in eech i tem of disbursement (except duty 
and freight) our profit or compensation lor our 
In compliance w i th Federal Regulations, plsase 
read the following 
I f you era the importer of record payment to the 
broker wi l l not relieve you of liability for Customs 
charges (duties, taxes or other debts owed Customs) 
In the event the cherges are not paid by the broker 
therefor, if you pay by check. Custom charges may 
be paid wi th a separate check peyebie to the 
"Uni ted States Custom Service" which sheM be 
delivered to Customs by the broker 
A n importer mey pay duties either 
Directly to Customs whether or not a licensed 
Customhouse broker is used, or 
Through a licensed Customhouse broker. When an 
importer uses a broker and elects to pay bv check 
or bank draft, the importer may issue the broker 
either-
One check or bank draft payable to the broker 
covering both duties and the broker s lees end 
cherges, in which case the broker shall pay the 
duties to Customs on behalf of the importer, or 
Separate checks or bank drafts, one covering 
duties payable to the ' U S Customs Service ' 
for transmittal by the broker to Customs, and 
the other covering the broker t fees and charges. 
The importer s check or bank draft lor duties 
shell be delivered to Customs by the broker 
IMPORTER MUST FURNISH MISS-
ING DOCUMENTS WITHIN THE 
PERIOD OF TIME AS REQUIRED 
BY CUSTOMS REGULATIONS TO 
AVOJD CUSTOMS PENALTIES. 
• „ I, Y i M t» 
~7 r\ 
LINE) CHARGE DESCRIPTION CHARGE AMOUNT 
1HLAND FREIGHT 
(RECEIVED TOUR CXRCK #8480 FOR THE AM0UST OF $ 1 6 0 0 . 0 0 ) 
C0W13 
$800,00 
THANK YOU FOR 
USING OUR SERVICE! 
EXCEPT FOR CUSTOMS 
ENTRIES AND DUTIES. 
WE ARE INDEPENDENT 
CONTRACTORS. 
-41*-
PAYABLE UPON 
PRESENTATION 
TOTAL CHARGE* 
$800.00 
6x l. 
J rui 
PAY^ 
S.D. OGDEN ASSOCIATES 
P.O. BOX 22154 AMF 5 3 9 - 1 0 1 2 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84122 
S i x t e e n hundred and no 1/100 DOLLARS * 
^ TO 
K TMt 
7-13-83 
N2 8480 
International Center Office 
FIRST SECURITY BANK OF UTAH 
National Association 
4971 Amelia Earhart Orive 
Salt Lake City. Utah 84116 
3 3 - 1 / 1 2 4 0 
A M O U N T 
S 1600 .00 
Bostrum Warren Inc . 
P A Y E E . DETACH THIS STATEMENT BEFORE DEPOSITING „ _ , 
S.D. OCDEN ASSOCIATCS, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
DATE 
7-13-83 
7 -13 -33 
INVOICE NO 
OA-15152 
OA-15153 
-In 1 and fr.eighi:..ady ancef.charg.ea. 
Quantam Associates Green Forward 
B/L KSGLAX7285 
Richard Soong - Green Forward B/L KSGLAX7284 
AMOUNT NET AMOUNT 
800.00 
800.00 
1600.00 
C0Q21S 
INTERMOUWTAIN FOREIGN-TRAPE ZOWE, WO. 30 
470 WORTH WRIGHT BROTHERS WIVE 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 54176 
STAWPARt? OPERATIWG PROCEDURE 
FOR 
OUANTAM ASSOCIATES 
BOX 16 
ALPINE, WOWING S31ZS 
ThAough. thzix Cu&totm BnokeA. 
SCOTT OGVEN ASSOCIATES 
5740 WeAt Amelia EanJhant 
Salt Lakz City, Utah $4116 
Standard Openating VnoceduAe fan. tht admitt&ixm oh imported goods into a 
TofitAjgn-Tfiade Zone and lelea&e oh &ame. in the. original ho fun, without any 
manijpulation oi change, hxom •£"£ fotieign-Tfiade lone upon payment oh aJUL 
custom* duties which axe applicable and authofujty oh Pont V-Oiecton. 
<£*- S 
Mr. Gaub or whether we received it from Soong. 
Q When did you first recall seeing it? 
A I don't know. Sometime between June and 
the end of July. 
Q Do you have specific recollection that you 
had seen that prior to the arrival of the 2,100 
units in the Foreign Trade Zone? 
A I think I had seen it before then, yes. 
Q Did you interpret that to have any effect 
on your responsibilities in the transaction? 
A iMy responsibilities basically came from the 
two sets of documents that we received on the 
shipment. One set of documents was in the name 
of Quantum. The other set of documents was in 
the name of Soong. We were also receiving 
instruction from both parties as to what they 
wanted done with them. 
MR. FELT: So your answer is no? Do you 
want the question again? 
Read it back, please. 
(Whereupon, the previous question 
propounded to the witness was read back 
by the reporter.) 
MR. FELT: By that hefs talking about 
the documents between Quantum and Soong. Do you 
DENISE E. BENSON • CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTER 
1370 Merritt Circle • Salt Lake City, Utah 84117 • Telephone (801) 272-9603 
m^ 
ccord 
Certificate of Insurance 
V£' &* ^ ^ * ^ r v 4 
. T H I S C£JmrPCAT€ IS ISSUED AS A MATTE* O f INFORMATION O f * * AWO CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFieATEHOUJER. 
THIS CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AMEND. EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES LISTED BELOW. 
NAME ANO ADOPTS Of AGENCY 
MCBAKD Q. PERRY AGEECY 
515 SOUTH 700 EAST, #2E. 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84102 
NAME ANO AOOPCSS Of INSUPJEO 
S. D. OGDEN, & ASSOCIATES 
P. 0. Box 22154 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84122 
This is to certify that policies of insurance listed below hwm been issued to the insured 
of any contract** &*** document with respect to which this certificate may be issued 
terms, exclusion* a n d conditions of such policies. 
CQtfPMUES AFFORDING COVERAGES 
COM?***" A 
LETT|» M GREAT AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY __ 
COMPANY R 
LETTER O 
COMPANY Q 
COMPJNV Q 
LETTER • -
named ab^* a n d a r e m f o r c * ** **** t , m e - Notwithstanding any requirement, term or condition 
or may panam, tha insurance afforded by the poaaes described herein is subject to aM thi 
TYPE OF INSURANCE 
GENERAL LIABILITY 
ISTl COMPREHENSIVE FORM 
fiTl PREMISES-OPERATIONS 
•
EXPLOSION ANO COLLAPSE 
HAZARD 
( " I uWOERGROUNO HAZARD 
JJ1 pROOUCTS/COMPLETEO 
» J OPERATIONS HAZARD 
0 CONTRACTUAL INSURANCE 
S flROAO FORM PROPERTY DAMAGE 
I""! ,NOEPENO€NT CONTRACTORS 
0 PERSONAL INJURY 
POLICY NUMBER 
BP3239741 
POLICY 
EXPIRATION DATE 
6/27/84 
Limits of Liability in Thousands (OOuT 
BODILY INJURY 
PROPERTY OAMAGE 
EACH 
OCCURRENCE 
A 
AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY 
P I COMPREHENSIVE FORM 
Q f l W N E D 
f l HIRED 
I I NON-OWNED 
EXCESS LIABILITY 
[ | UMBRELLA FORM 
[""1 OTHER THAN UMBRELLA 
FORM 
WORKERS* COMPENSATION! 
Etff^OYERSMJABIUTY 
OTHER 
CUSTOMERS BAILEE$ BP3239741 
BODILY INJURY ANO 
PROPERTY OAMAGE 
COMBINED 
« 500 
PERSONAL INJURY 
AGGREGATE 
* 500 
BODILY INJURY 
(EACH PERSON) 
BOOH.Y INJURY (EACH ACCIDENT) 
PROPERTY OAMAGE 
BODILY INJURY ANO 
PROPERTY DAMAGE 
COMBINED 
BOOCY INJURY ANO 
PROPERTY OAMAGE 
COMBINED 
6/27/84 $650,000. 
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS/LOCATIONS/VEHICLES 
All locations, all operations 
It is agreed Quantum Associates Is named as an additional Insured, but only as 
respects their interest in Customer's Bailees coverage provided by thia policy. 
Cancellation: Should any of the above described policies be cancelled before the expiration date thereof, the issuing com-
pany will efitiHaoxscCB mail _ L 0 _ days written notice to the below named certificate holder, &tfc&tk&Sbt& 
CC0CS7 
NAME ANO AOORESS OF CERTIFICATE HOLOER- f j ^ P a V M 
STAR VALLEY STATE BANK 
Attention: Kay Robinson 
AFT0N, WYOMING 
DATE ISSUED- 6/16/83 
/AGENCY / / ^ 
AUTHORI, 
Q. PERRY, 
„ , Pavment Options premium rayn»* 
•^2 Flat Premium Sasj* 
Reporting Basis 
2 ^ M o n t h l y 
23 Quar ter ly 
Annua l l y 
Deposi t P r e m i u m 
I p i 2 i e per S1C0 Gross Receipts 
1 
\ v,-:ni.r.um Annual Premium 
i Date F^rst Report Due 
See Above 
Deductible Amount 
\ti SSURIKG AGREEMENT 
= NT 
ses: 
shalf of tne insured a'.'. s-ms which tr.e insured shall become legally obligated to pay bv reason of liability imposed on the Insured as 
m or assumed by :~s- insured under contract as a warehouseman, tor loss or damage TO personal property of otners situated at tKe premis 
. n:,f,no »he poi»cy period; u - " «--...* nonce as herein required; •
 ar\ tn enforce such claims even 
o Company agrees 
1 0 S
^ r ^ 7 o ^ ^ f i ^ ^ ^ r 3 ; ° : ^ 0 ^ ; ceouct,ble o, not; 
suCf. cairns are gro r c,3; rT, e s c e 5 cs po. cv _ ^ . . . o e c i f i e c herein: _ „ _ _ „..;,hOJt l it igation. 
w r a;ms even 
h e t n S u r e d t o enforce s u c . i m s - 0 f s j | t a : 
r C : U S ! ° : ' n c e D , o v , S d . n c c : r 
r.) 
! 2> 
14) 
c or Pxcen^e result.nc from 
cc ten c a t . on latent defect, insects, 
•
 r ^ ~ n e < s or o r V re« of a t m o * : ^ - . 
noths. ve^mm, com^ne.s 
- ^ v c U ^ s ^ - - - ; ^ 
l : e r . partner, c T r i o r , ;o*nt \ e n t j ' 
inoucrd to do so b\ any frauuu'-
h ,K ! : t v !Of erect P 
^ • - ^ ^ r ^ ; i 0 r ; 0 ; lvjS,ness or anv other consequents 
o'J,V »o" ot rnarKet- ,01" °* '-5C' 
a^maae to the property, 
vCeaT'and tear, .nheren: v-ce j £ 
e^remes of temperature. f ^ , . r ? . 
a ) Property o< o t n c r s w 
Insu'ec. vjhe 
8-1S-M U£A 
<?*(/ 
(2) Propeny of others in custody or control of the ln«jr»d wh <P
 a r t i n n a* ,-, * L 
applicable Bill of Lading .ssued by the Insured; " ' 9 C a r n e r f o r h , r e ' o r ^ ' " 9 n e l d as storage in transit under the terms of a 
(3) Household goods accepted by the Insured unaer contort v*, tn r~. « A 
valuable paper,. S e C U r " ^ 3 C C ° U n t S - b '"5 - f o m e n t s . nckets. dee* , manuscripts, blue prims. plans, specifications or c,h, 
LIMITS OF LIABILITY 
3 
c) 
Insurance provided by this policy applies only as resoe-ts the nr» 
coverage under paragraphs 11a) of this form for less d V n j c ion o S m L ? . . h e r B ' n a n d f o r a m o u n " s > "=>t in excess of those simulated as reso^ 
shall no, operate to mcrease the I , ™ of the C o w ' ^ S * ' ^ ^ ° n ' °™"«™- ^ « « ! u * i o , herein of morethinone ,rs°?e 
DEDUCTIBLE 
4 From the total of all adjusted claims, defense co<ts and e*"*n<«»s ammo n t * 
defense costs and expenses, whichever « the lesse'r, tr.e sur^Vec.f.ed .n^helcneouie s ^ l l ^ H ^ f J " ' h 3 J c t i ' ° f t h e * ^ a b ! e limit(s) of l,abil,tv an 
of th.s amount. ^ne ^neouie shall be aeducted and th.s Company
 Sha!: o-iy be liable for the exces 
PREMIUM PAYMENT OPTIONS 
5 Pr-r-Tjium s"3.i be oa.d as speciiiec .n the Schedu *. 
Fiat Premium Basis 
T.-.is po:.cy is .ssued in consideration of the p r e l u m sr^-.r o-- the face of the policy. 
Reporting Basis 
•L' The Insured agrees to report to the Company or ••:
 S j . - - - , , - „ • aQe,nt , 
days foiio^ing the reporting per.ou soe-cf.-d. the 'C s~our.T cfVoss \*llVJ*^-£* ^ ' S D S C , f , £ d , n t n e Schedule, and hereafter within f . f:*^ - 5 
• 2) handhng of property of others our.ng the
 c r e c s a.r . : r „oa .nc pe'kS C ° ' ! e C T e a °F ' J n c o ( , e c I e c f r °™ Ml storage of property cY'c-or 
•b. The oepcs.t premium specified in the Schedule is c.e a , , payable as of the inception date of this policy 
Earned premium shall be computed at the rate s^cif.pd in rh* <s K A I _. po-'cy. 
the deposit premium such addmona, p r e m i e , £ : , ^
 C j e w d „ y * l e " ^ p r e m , u " - " ">"*<* premium, exceec 
earned premium for the !erm of the pol.cv •% .ess x-.Zr. the deposit oremum , „ V * d a , e ° f e a c h r e o o r ! a s h e r « i r 1 reouired If the tota 
Company. The annual prem.um for , h , p o o , s,a : , -o e ^ f f i ^ S K l ^ I T * " " - ' T " " V b e * " ' n e ' " " ' * o v ° £ 
•-.• In tne eveni of cancellation, the Insured a — » s - c r - - - - o . r p r r , '"'mum Annual Premium specmed ,n the Scheoule. 
uneo..ec«ed» as stated above, up ,c and i n c ! ^ U c^'c'< c a n c ^ o T L T n e o P ^ u m s^foe ' J ^ l r " ' " •"?* ' ^ ' ^ , e , , h e f : ° " ^ C °< 
•ei It <s agreed that the Company, or ,ts authorized aserv s-all at all rP«nn-K,. . p r e m , u m s n a ' ' <* computed as statec above. 
of dHermm.nc the actual premium d.e here^c.r 0- ,-\ other matllrs P ^ * * ™ Q t ° " s u V a . ^ . ^ b ° ° k S " * r e C ° r d S ° f , h e , n s u r " f ° ' ** —rose 
DEFINITIONS 
6 *'is! The uncuaitfied word "insured" mciu-des <h° . \ - - — , . . . . . . _ „ 
cctmc •.vmm the scope of his dut.es as sucV HcVver « r ^ T s N o i , c 7 o ' C ^ n i « - , C U , , W e ° f , ' C e ' - ° 3 a n e ' ' ° ' r e c , o r o r «ocknoider tn.,eof v.h„. 
neceuary for ,n,s Company ,0 serd r.cce to , n , ,N^.ec I n s u - ' . V £ « , ? £ ' „ t h , ^ ? " aS ° 6 r P r ' m e d "Condit.ons" of tnis policy. „ wi» onW bi 
:)? 1 ne term "Premises", wherever employed in this nr<i~v .c o0^.«, « 
•c - ::rm "Occurrfencs". v.hercvd, empiovec ,n m.s
 L : . , v .s ce1.nfca as 
U / an accident that takes place dur.ng the p.r,od or insurance unacr this policy or 
(2) m cosenc? thereof, a continuous or repeated e x i w u r e d j rm- th«» *-r ^ \ 
loss, oestruct.on or carnage to property as d^crioia" .n P.racr^h 1 ^ * A l l l S * " T t h i S P ? ' C V t 0 c o n d » t ( 0 n 5 vvh.ch unexpectedly
 C v s , 
™ < conditions exist.no at or emanai.r.g f r c^ an, one prcm.ses p , ^ o Z ^ S S l ^ f °* m S U r 3 n C e l ° *-bstant.allv tl'e »m" 
u
 ' "
 i n e
 scneouie snail be oeemed one occurrence 
COrxiDITIONS 
7 T.,- IPSU -^JCJ. uoon kMowl.-og:- of a cla.m or of ~~\ o c ^ - f - c - v- •-> -
• -c the Company or us a u ^ o n ^ u , • . / , - • ^
 l c ^ ?\ r'.j'ct.- ^ - ' ^ ' — - ° - 2 C i f m ' s n ; j n ? i v e m ' " e r ' not.ee thorocf. \%.:r. tnr fallen .nfcrm.-----
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ISSUED ONLY AS RESPECTS THEIR INTEREST IN PROPERTY OF 
QUANTUM ASSOCIATES COVERED UNDER CUSTOMER'S BAILEES PROVISIONS 
LENDER'S LOSS PAYABLE CLAUSE CF 12 19 
(Ed. 05 77) 
COIIPAN* POLICY NO. 
S . D . OGDEN & A S S O C I A T E S BP 3 2 3 9 7 4 1 
AGENCY ~~1 
RICHARD Q . PERRY AGENCY 
1FOH ffl?EAI AMERICAN IMgnRAHCgl COI 
Loss, if any, under this policy shall be payable to . 
whose address is 
STAR VALLEY STATE RANK 
AFTQH, WYQMTNG 
as lender, mortgagee, ot trustee, as interest may appear. 
It is understood that the lender, mortgagee or trustee now has or will acquire from time to time an insurable interest in certain property insured under this 
policy as established by warehouse receipts, bills of lading, documentary or other written evidence. 
This insurance, solely as to the interest therein of the lender, mortgagee or trustee, shall not be impaired or invalidated by any act or neglect of the 
borrower, mortgagor or owner of the within described property except as provided in the last paragraph hereof, nor by any change in the title or ownership 
of the property, nor by the occupation of the premises wherein such property is located for purposes more hazardous than are permitted by this policy; 
provided that in case the borrower, mortgagor or owner shall neglect to pay any premium due under this policy the lender, mortgagee or trustee .shall, on 
demand pay the same. 
Provided, aisov that the lender, mortgagee or trustee shall notify this Company of any change of ownership or occupancy or increase of hazard which 
shall come to the knowledge of said lender, mortgagee or trustee, and unless permitted by this policy, it shall be noted thereon and the lender, mortgagee or 
trustee shall, on demand, pay the premium for such increased hazard for the term of the use thereof, otherwise this policy shall be null and void. 
This Company reserves the right to cancel this policy at any time as provided by its terms, but in such case this policy shall contunue in force for the 
benefit only of the lender, mortgagee or trustee for ten days after notice to the lender, mortgagee or trustee of such cancellation and shall then cease, and 
this Company shall have the right, on like notice, to cancel this agreement 
Whenever this Company shall pay the lender, mortgagee or trustee any sum for loss or damage under this policy and shall claim that as to the borrower, 
mortgagor or owner, no liability therefor existed, this Company shall, to the extent of such payment, be thereupon legally subrogated to all the rights of the 
party to whom such payment shall be made, under all securities held as collateral to the debt, or may, at its option, pay the lender, mortgagee or trustee, the 
whole principal due or to grow due on the debt with interest, and shall thereupon receive a full assignment and transfer of the debt and of the mortgage and 
of all such other securities as evidence the interest of the lender, mortgagee or trustee in the within described property, but no subrogation shall impair, 
the right of the lender, mortgagee or trustee to recover the full amount of its claim against the borrower, mortgagor or owner. 
All the other terms and conditions of the policy to which this Endorsement is attached and of which it is a part, remain unchanged, which other terms 
and conditions include the limit(s) of liability named in the policy and the conditions of any Value Reporting, Full Reporting, Total Insurance, Coinsurance, 
Reduced Rate Contribution or Average Clauses incorporated therein or attached thereto. 
This Endorsement must be attached to Change Endorsement when issued after the Policy is written. 
CF 1 2 1 9 (Ed. 05 77) 
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CARGD-LII1K 
INTERNATIONAL 
AIR / SEA / TRUCK / RAIL 
4980 Amelia Earhart Drive 
P.O. Box 22154 AMF 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84122 
Phone 801-539-1012 
Telex 389-949 AlR-LINK SLC 
7> 
Custom Brokers Lie. 5431 
Airfreight Consolidates 
I.A.T.A. Agents 
Ocean Freight Forwarders 
F.M.C. License No. 2016 
Inland Truck Services 
INVOICED TO CLIENT NO. 
5015 
AlplM* Iff 
DEPARTURE IINV. DATE IYOUR REF. 
DISTRWOTWH5P iloi-willM s 
TO 
SHIPPER 
CONSIGNEE 
BANK/ AGENT 
ORIG. B/L DRAFT COMWL INV & PKG. SL. DOCS. CERT 
CUSTOMS 
INV 
OTHER 
NO. OF PIECES COMMODITY VESSEL/AIRLINE OUR INVOICE NO. 
OA-M53 H1SC CONSIGNEE AGENT/BANK 
POINT OF SHIPPING DESTINATION 
frm ) yimi.. cwigmt ITEM ACCT. NO. COST AMOUNT 
1. Air Freight 
2. Ocean Freight 
3. Consular Fees 
4. Consular Blanks 
5. Preparation of Consular Documents 
6. Insurance Premium 4090 
7. Insurance Placement 
8, Clearance and Handling 
9. Postage 
10. Telephone-Teletype Expenses 
11. Messenger Fee 
12. Banking 
13. Miscellaneous 
14. Packing and Crating 
15. Custom Entry Service 
16. Duty Deposit 4020 
17. Bonds 4030 
18. Cartage 
19. Reforwarding Services 
20. Carrier Certificate Release 
21. Customs Invoice 
22. 
23. 
Inland Freight 
Beyond Air Freight 
ttspijuro* coTguua yen ALL or w» wmaoesg-
roa ma ?gaioa car cm YSUL -«5f * « * 
-msr? fja-Wrt JJWAIICK imfit 
-ttfc po- -ttfc *o-Winri,T CfiAMtt f 3i00/nk for 3 wat to 
- 3 * w "Jtt «C" 
. TERMS & LIABILITIES 
All invoices are payable upon presentation since most above charges represent funds 
advanced in your behalf. A VA% service charge will be added to invoices remaining un-
paid after 7 days from receipt. We assume no liability for Customs Penalties, third 
party charqes or claims, or losses to the client due to causes beyond our reasonable 
control, i f collection is made by suit or otherwise the client agrees to pay collection 
costs including reasonable attorney fees. 
TOTAL " » « ' W 
CREDIT 
PAY THIS AMOUNT • ) 
»3 p 3 • W-
1393. 80 
cooaso 
$K ,•/ 
S.D.OGDGII RSSOCiRTGS 
4980 Amelia Earhart Drive 
PO Box 22154 AMF 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84122 
Phone 801-539-1012 
Telex 389949 AIR-LINK SLC 
FMC License No. 2016 CUSTOMHOUSE BROKERS 
INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC CONSULTANTS 
OCEAN FREIGHT FORWAROERS 
IA.TA AGENTS 
13 June 1983 
Kay Robinson 
Star Valley Bank 
Afton, WY 83110 
Dear Mr. Robinson: 
This is to inform you of two points with concern for Quantam Associates: 
1) Insurance: Insurance coverage is currently being investigated by our 
company, at this time, however,, we have no liability coverage on his 
goods stored in our two storage locations. In the future, if the policy 
is accepted, the goods will be covered in all storage locations, for the 
value of the goods. 
2) Inventory Position: As of 13 June 1983, Inventory position is: 
181 longs (52" units) 
301 shorts (18" units) 
Not inclusive of inventory of damaged units, but units available for 
shipment. 
If you require any furhter information from us, please let us know. 
Sincerely yours, 
S.D. Ogden Associates. 
Margaret A. Heine 
Project Director 
CC: QUANTAM ASSOCIATES 
A. Gaub 
CC00S9 
CARGO-LIIIK 
INTERNATIONAL 
AIR/SEA/TRUCK/RAIL 
4980 Amelia Earhart Oriva 
P.O. Box 22154 AMF 
Sail LakaCity. Utah 84122 
Phona 801530-1012 
Ttltx 389-049 AIR-LINK SLC 
T0: RICHARD Q. PERRY AGENCY 
515 So. 700 East 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102 
DATE: A P r i l 24,1984 
SUBJECT: Reporting forms for 
Warehousemans Liability 
Attn? Richard 
Dear Richard: 
Enclosed are reporting forms for the* past 10 months for the goods 
we have been storing on behalf of one main client. The rate 
was 1.98 per $1000 annually which would be 17$ per $1000 on the 
monthly balances. 
I have gone through and totalled the monthly dollar balances on 
hand and calculated the estimated premium in pencil on the sheets 
which totals $116.17 in premium for the year. 
We paid an estimated deposit of $1287 for the year and we need the 
balance refunded promptly to pass back to our clients. Please 
review the reporting sheets and advise if you need further information, 
:ha 
Scottz/Ogden 
8-6-84 
Richard: Please follow up on this and K H X K I I * W-I 
we can expect payment. I would like to have to 
<^ pre_m,iums coming up this year. 
m r Know when 
apply against 
£*. il, 
JL 
OTAVCRIGVN 
C£srte^-£-~£~-
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF REPORT(S) 
P ^ <ffi£»^  2^ 
Oate. JJJAICMIA /y, , /? ^ ~ 
7 cT^v 
»ed= J. /S. fyj^, % , tfctKl^. Policy N o ^ / 7 u/3/ /<? /C 
Month (e'H-tj 
Amount $ . 
Earned Premium $ — 
Dep. Premium $ _ 
Due S. ZC3. 
YT^ru^uc^J (^korru^rKJ jllu^C J^- ^00. ^ ^ ^ fil^' oac). f~% 
bO—11/78 Pnnt«d in U 
1>' 
c£Y f> 
Airport Road 
Box 21 
Alpine, Wyoming 83128 
cfyuaatum< 
s4$&Qciate&. j £ ftG. 
(307) 654-7500 
654-7501 
April 30, 1935 
Richard J. Perry Agency 
515 South 700 Sast 3te ZZ 
Salt Lake City, Utah 8^102 
Dear Ar. Perry: 
Enclosed is a cor)y of Cargo-Link billing to Quantum Associates, 
Inc., on September 20, 1983 stating billing of 31,257.00 for 
11
 Insurance coverage for all of our warehouse for trie period of 
one year", which v/as paid by us. 
warehouse insurance was only for .y protection, zuit I should 
call you direct and as£ for hold on r.y insurance until t!;~ r,^ v 
product came in. ,/iien I did so, you ajroed thai .ve could suspend 
coverage and place into effect after the r.e*' proi^ct came m . 
I would like to see a copy of the original in iurv:.:-? policy 
naming our coverage, the reporting sh•?.»•„;; -lr.-: - V't'r.er.t of 
the original charges and credits to C-ir^ o-I.ir. • Mo -w.i .ri 
copy of the notice you gave Star Valley J.*iil: ;i\. evidencing 
insurance coverage in the name of ';u3:.vr ;•;::*: «:-;, Inc., and 
Star Valley State 3ank. 
} »-, P ^> V» u i i y , 
Arnold .1. Snub 
Presj ri^nt 
<T /UU^^ < w "^"^ y *7^' -^V^*^?/^*^ 
5 A 
covered in the Foreign Trade Zone before? Was 
Mr, Gaub the only one? 
A He's the only for goods in the Foreign Trade 
Zone. 
Q Let me ask about the arrangements you make 
for insurance with property in your warehouse. 
Mr. Gaub is not the only property that you've 
stored? 
A No. 
Q Do you always make separate insurance 
arrangements for each person's property in the 
warehouse? 
A Nof we don't make separate arrangements. We 
have one policy which covers the goods that are in 
our warehouse in transit or temporary storage or 
whatever. But if we have someone that is going to 
have ongoing goods in there of considerable value, 
more than the limits of our policy, then we make 
special arrangements. 
Q Have you done that for persons other than 
Mr. Gaub? 
A No. 
Q So Mr. Gaub is the only one that you've done 
that for? 
A Yes. 
DENISE E. BENSON • CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTER 
1370 Merritt Circle • Salt Lake City, Utah 84117 • Telephone (801) 272-9603 
PURCHASE ORDER 
PACCi 
7 
OFt DATEi 
T diL/iua/iu 3, 79 Si 
DELIVERY REQUlRCQi 
flajich 31. 7983 
DELIVERY SCHEDULED* 
CERTIFICATIONS 
REOUlREOt 
Q Y E S 
TAICO, INCO: ORATED 
PO. Box 635* Nc -c. CA 91760 
(714) 371-1275 • TWX-910-33-1201 
SHIP YlAi f O.B.I TERMS, Q
 NET 30 
D °™W 
r PURCHASE fROM: 
RICHARD SOONQ I CO. INC. 
77 885 Sky Pa/ik /t\ Dxiue. 
Suit*. D 
l/iuine., Ca. 917 7 4 
^ ^ SHIP ii 
TAXABLE: 
• YES QUO 
RESALE PERMIT 
QLLAN71M ASSOCIATES 
% S*D~ OQdEN ASSOCIATES 
49 8 0 Amelia Ea/iha/it D/tiue. 
Sa.it Lake. City,. Utah 8 4711 
JK 
ITEM I QUANTITY DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE LOT NO./ACCT. 
2 , 1 0 0 I . QUANTA.Q-7 , \i£.t<& - Content eng o<; 7 ,26 0 Long Sha4t SeJ.4 U 1 8 5 . 0 0 / e 
140 Shoot.Sha^t Se.i\ 181 .OO/e^ 
l?33,10O.QO 
.$152,040.00 
£ach ie.t include.*: floioA. D/IIUA Unit (LonqlAh.on\) 
Control Box. 
100 JLt. co/id 
fLa/idua/ie. 
$385,54Q.90 
NOIL, 
Signed 
7 he.Ae. unit A asie to He. eg.uipie.d with an 
on/o£4 locking device* 7he. unit p/iice. 
doe./* not A.e£tect thi* Locking de.vice.» 
Exact shipping 4ch.e.duLe. to Le. A.e.£Lecte.d 
Richa/id/joona f A pe/i^p/una invoice.. on 
Datt 
Signed and Appsiovedj, %L 
T)a±* 
g, <**?* 
K.SL ill u J L U 
n t i f m l a Lii7io<Lfl-dgiii 
CONFIRMING T O . Q NON-CONFIRMINC IY 
i<-o&$? 
o °A. iO 
OFFICE: 
DX 2 3 2 
* , T A I W A N , 7 0 0 
LIC O F C H I N A 
: F O R U M T A I N A N 
I 8 5 1 4 1 F O R U M 
0 0 2 ) 2 5 4 1 4 1 - 6 
RICHARD SOOMG & CO. LTD. ;&F?!H% 
No. 
T820052 
I N V O I O E 
Mo88r». ARNOLD A. CAUB. DBA QUANTUM 
•ATES 1HC. PO 130*21 
:, WYOMING 83128 
Carrying Vaaael 
oo 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
CABLE: RSTPE 
TELEX: 27874 RSTPe 
TELS:(02) 701 5326-8 
3217171 
D a t o : June 2 0 , 1 9 8 3 
"GREEN FORWARD"170-22E 
Sailing On/Abont J u n e 2 0 , 1 9 8 3 
,or No, 
rk & Nos, 
. Q-7 
DRIVE 
[ 
IDING 
IGELES 
'•kV/t, 
-315A 
- 4 2 0 
From keelun 
T o LOS ANGELES OC 
Taiwan 
SALT LAKE CITY 
Particulars. Quantity Unit Prico Amount 
DRIVE MOTOR AND 
CONTROL UNIT 
( 735 cartons ) 
vvvvvvvvvvv 
SAY TOTAL U. S. DOLLARS 
FOUR HUNRED ONLY. 
SETS 
1,050 
vvvvvv 
CIF LOS ANGELES 
PER SET 
US8128.00 
V/e c e r t i f y that goods arte contained 
ONE HUNDRED THIRTY FOUR 
i z e d . 
U S $ 1 3 4 , 4 0 0 . 0 0 
I fWV VVVVVVVVVVV 
THOUSAND 
JOONG & 
:BMD K.F.SOONG 
MANAGING DIRECTOR 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
N^AD OFFICE: 
feO. BOX 2 3 2 
tAINAM, TAIWAN, 70O 
HEPUBUC OF CHINA 
CABLE: FORUM TAINAN 
ITfLEX: 8 1 84.1 FORUM [JCLS:(002)254141-5 
RICHARD S O O M S & CO.. LTD. rr.coV.r:.??i 
TAIPEI. TAIWAN. 1 0 0 
f UBLIC OF CHINA ILE: RSTPE EX: 2 7 B 7 4 RSTPE S : < 0 2 ) 3 2 1 7 1 7 1 
Ref. No. T8 20052-02 
INVOICE 
TocMesgrs. BTffTTittTi gnn¥rt a. nnr (TTP^) X J C # 
Order No. 
Deltat J u n * 20 f 1983 
Carrjin* Venal "QBIgr rQgVABD"170-22g 
Sailing On/Abont Jna» gO019B3 
Prom k&^t^/^/keelTinf.-lTaiwan 
To LOS AIQEUt8 OOP SALT LACE CITT 
Mark & NOB. Particular!. 
JTTA Q-7 |Ca BfilVE 
EX PIT. POTJIIG 
UGSLSS 
\ ,T3T TAIV15 
ft -
m6A-630A 
421-840 
DRIT1 MOTOfi I O C0ITH0L 
Quantity vjn&ntity 
UNIT SXT8 
1050 
Unit Price Amount 
t US$128.00 
/ 
(735 carton* ) 
SAT TOTAL TJ«3*J»LLARS 00TB HTOLEID T£IETT FOUR 
THOUSAND AID JTOUl ADJUDJKKD 0SLT* 
¥ • o ^ r t i f y t h a t good* tft eontninftriBtd* 
VZ& 
rtAJCIHQ 
Tjsrt 34,400.00 
T V T V V V V V T V » V T 
80CHC & C0.,L 
1 . 7 . S00NG 
SIBECT01 
^A2 2 
CHARD SOONG & CO.,LTD. 
3 ORDER OF RICHARD SOONG & CO.,(USA) INC. 
COTT OGDEN-S.D. OCDEN ASSOCIATES, 4 9 8 0 
MELIA EARHART DRIVE P.O.BOX 2 2 1 5 4 . AMF SALT 
AK2 CITY UTAH, 8 4 1 2 2 . 
fHONE 8 0 1 - 5 3 9 - 1 0 1 2 
UQHSIUNG 
| s - Veiv Wov No | Pori ol loading 
: . V . GREEN FORWARD 1 7 0 - 2 2 E KESLUNG-
j P*OC« 0* 0«'«v«fy 
J,OS ANGELES OCP SALT LAKE CITY 
0 0«w««n< N o 
£ipO»t *»U««*K«I 
THIRD ORIGINAL 
I 
fo*v»0'd'«g Ag«ni.fi«f«»«r%C«* I 
l 
WHH 
1 -4 
| 
Po*ni ond Country oi Origin tfo' lh« [>M«« 
Oomeit ic Rou«ing/£apor« Intlruct'Oni <<9' In 
DEPOSITION ] 
EXHIBIT 
7 
"^^^••••••••••••W 
k 
.hon« | («<• • •*€ • 0«*v« 
• M e r c h a n t * ' t '«'««C€ o*S 
fmo< OeHmolton (lo f the Merchant j (efe««nc« onlyl 
'"C O* Co»'0 ' 
PorfiCwIors furnished by »h« Me'Cnonl 
*•#>« o4 *o<t<»e*t i.pi^A o< Good* <"- -» *» r- *Ci 
M C SEAL NO * PACKAGES 
q;:cu2i00747/40- 457356 ' 735 c/T 
i 
L'AU'l'A 0.-7 755 CTNS. DRIVE MOTOR AND CONTROL UNIT 
ASTEiiNA DRIVE 
jsYSTEK PAT. PENDING 
i.05 A1IGELES 
KADE IN TAIWAN 
|i . 0 . C. 
P/II0.316A-630A 
; 421-840 
5 1 . 1 9 8 CBM 
1 9 , 7 2 9 . 5 KGS 
SAY* SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTY FIVE ( 7 3 5 ) CARTONSJ OHLY. 
" FREIGHT PREPAID " 
SHIPPER'S LOAD & COUNT 
0 . F. 
11 
W e i g h t / M e a s u r e m e n t 
1- VAN 
i jd< 
rcr 
^ Jjden
 v 
f ('.:•' c-» » g»te»once 
Nu«b«f of Original BUI/i 
. — t t t f ^ T "TEREE(5) * 
(OK P.« 
US82,100.00 
#2690-00 
USS2,100.00 
EX. @40r23 NT884,483,00 
Pioc* o< BUI/1 Uiw« 
Pr«po«d 
Prepaid 01 
KAOHSIUNG.TAIWAtf KAOHSIUNG, TAIWAN 
Collect 
PoyOb>« Ol 
V.1L 
JTERMS Of Bill Of IADING CONTINUED fROM BACK HEREOH * 
in W » n « i t Whereo* . ih» gnd»r»igned. on b«ho<< o ' Evergreen Marine Co*pO'oiion. the Mos««r onjl the owner o* «n« Veite» *o» *«g« 
, T
 / f ) e o' i f h c nwmb«r o ' B.IHll ol l a d i n g da<«d o b o « « . oil O* «h.» l««©» ond dot*, o n e o l wh.ch b « m g odcompl i jhed tne o«ner» »o v o « 0 »c 
C t . y ' O o o a ^ j EVERCREC>( MARINE CORPOWATIO 
! KSCLAX7284 
2 0 J U N 1983 BV 
I L / r C L !30A .NC | 
1 . . * ; • • • »• FOR 4THE MASTER 
S^s&ociates' 
6^ 33 
Home Office: Box 18 
Alpme, Wyoming 83128 (107) 654-2000 
Nov. c?C,1982 
R icha rd Soon^ 
P.O. Box 232 
Tainan, Taiwan 
Dear Mr, Soor.f: 
This is to confirm that your company may ship the 
Quanta Antenna Drive merchandise under the Quantum Associates 
Inc.. corporate name, as Tierchandise built exclusively for 
Quantum Associates, Inc., ana protected under U.S. patent 
pending registration which has been filed in forign nations 
including.Taiwan. 
S&j&Gpely 
Arnold A. Gaub/Pres. 
Quantum Associates., Inc. 
P» S. "Quanta" is a trademark application pending 
Quantum Associates, Inc 
CCQQZQ 
cK 
I. Goods consigned from (1'xpnrter't bu•»»#** **»« t u r f u 
country) 
Richard Soong & Co. , Ltd. 
P.O^Box 232 Tainan Taiwan 7CO j 
R.O.C. < 
Inference No 
TP-72A P99450 
2. Goods consigned to (Consignee's name, addrcn* countt\ ) 
SCOTT QGDEN-S.D, OGDEN ASSOCIATES 
4980 AMELIA EARIIART DRIVE, PO BOX 22154 
AMP SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, 84122 
PHONE 8 0 1 - 5 3 9 - 1 0 1 2 . 
3. Means of transport and route (as Car as known) 
Shipped per S.S. "CREEK FORWARD" 
From Kaohsiung, Taiwan 
To Los Angelo3 
GENERALIZED SYSTEM OK PREFERENCES 
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN 
(Combined declaration and certificate) 
FORM A 
issued in The R*P»*M»c of China 
(country) 
See Notes ofcrieaf 
4. For official use 
N i l 
num-j 
ber 
PAT 
LOS 
R. 
C/ll 
6. Marks and 
numbers of 
packages 
QUANTA Q-7 
ANTEKNA DRIVE] 
SYSTEM 
(•.PENDING 
ANBELES 
KA$E IN TAIUAft 
0 . C. 
t O . 1A-313A) 
1-420 
735 Ctns 
YVYVYVYVVV 
7. Number and kind of packages, dcscnpt l o n 0£ 
goods 
T 
DRIVE TOTOR AND CONTROL Uljjrn 
SAY: PACKED IN SEVEN IIUljDRED ^ D 
8c Origin 
criterion 
(sec Notes 
overleaf) 
"Y"7$ 
9* Gross weight 
or other 
quantity 
1050 sets 
V W W W W l f 
THIRTY FIVfc (735) CTNfe ONLY. 
10. Number 
and date of 
invoices 
N0.T820052 
Dated: 
June 18,1° fa 
11. Certification 
It is hereby certified, on the basis of control carried 
out. that the declaration by the exporter is correct 
Certifying auth»ril\ 
Bureau of Comntiidit} Inspection L Quarantine 
Ministry of Kcuftonue Affairs 
Y 3 / / t f V ^ D ' 
M1UIS IH( OF L - . 
Signature of authorizui officer Issuing date 
12. Declaration by the exporter 
The undersigned hereby declares that the above de-
tails and statements arc correct, tiiat all the goods were 
produced in Taiwan District.Republic of China 
(country) 
W that they comply with tho origin requirements speci-
fied for those goods in the Ocncraliscd System of l*re£e-
1
 Vcnccs for goods exported to LOS A n g e l e S , U S A . 
Richard-Soong & Co.f Ltd. 
\ Jportin^y^ C002Z0 
tMace and date signature of aulh»nzcl si^«\tjr> 
^ c 
1. Uoods consigne I From (Exporter's business name address 
' country; 
Richard Soon£ & Co. , L td . 
P.O.Box 232 Taman Taiwan TOO 
R.O.C. 
Ilcfercncf No 
2. (Jowls consipned to (Consignee's name address eountrj) 
SCOTT OGDH'-S.D.OGDEN ASSOCIATES 
49*30 ATEIJA EARIIART DRIVE P.O.BOX 22154 
AI1F SALT LAKE CITY UTAH. 84122 PHONE 
801 539„ . i o ia . 
1?-*^ 2^)44 U 
0ENEKAL1ZED SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES 
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN 
(Combined declaration and certificate) 
F O R M A 
Issued in The R«P u o l , c of China 
(country) 
See Notes overleaf 
3. Means of transpi rt an I route (as far as known) 
Shipped p e r S . S . "GREEK FORWARD" 
From Kaohsiung, Taiwan 
l1» LOB A n g e l e s 
4. For official use 
Nil 
num-
ber 
QUAI; 
All1 
LOS 
MADJ$ 
C/HC) 
6. Marks ami 
numbers of 
pat*aK« 1 
TA Qrl 
TftJNA DRTVE 
P ATTENDING 
ANGftLES 
IN T,'IV*AN 
0 . C« 
• 316A-^30A| 
421 -840 
SYSTEM 
735 Ctna 
vvwwvwv 
7. Number and kind of package*; description of 
goods 
DRIVE KOTOR AND CONTROL UNIT 
bAX: PACKED IN SEVC HUMJHH) i\A 
. Or if in 
criterion 
(see Notes 
overleaf) 
, fY"79# 
i) L'iUKTI 
9. Orons weight 
or other 
quantity 
1,050 nets 
WVWWWYW 
\ E ( M ' J 
10. Number 
and date of 
invoices 
No.Tb20052| 
Dated: 
June 18T19&3 
No i I I i« 
11. Certification 
It is hereby certified on the basis >t it r I a m * ! 
out. that the declaration by the exporter is eorrfct 
Certifying authority' 
Bureau of C< minority Inspection 4. Quarantine 
Ministry of neourtmic Affairs 
Y S U»en l n ^ ' . -
__
 t . » f l r S _rpY O f I (,•****••** < 
Signature of, authorized* officer Issuing date 
y p f < V « . 
71 8 200,000 
12. Declaration by the exporter 
The undersigned hereby declares that the above de-
tails and statements aro correct, that all the goods were 
produced 10 Ta 1 wan Distrtct_. Repubtic of China 
(country) 
and that they comply with the origin requirements speci-
fied for those goods in the Generalised System of ('refe-
rences for goods exported to L o s A n g e l e s , USA* 
Richard Soong & C o . , Ltd* 
Plact and dais, tignaturt of authorised signatory 
JUN 2 11983 CCC<rr O J 
B 0 1 - B 0 0 - 8 D 7 7 <fx-2£ (2$ 
CUSTOMER ORDER NO. DATE OF INVOICE TERMS: NEV D OAYS OR PEM No. 
- IKWOICE -
N? .-3453 
SHIPPED VIA: 
V^WA. A. 6..A 5-3-3? HsLl'L 2\9t> 
Sold To ($\)r, K>A-O rvt flj-MfirtA <°J Ship. <»d To, 
Address & w ^ 8 Address_ 
r.,tv . A l q i n e smtolMj/A. ft? 12* * City. .State. 
Buyerunoerctandt and agree* tnalMle «n<j ownertrtHi o( the materia* hated below are and that remain vetted m PEMCO. wrwen company anal hava a security interest men 
notwithstanding delivery, change cK position or any provision ot law. unM the antira p;.a lor such maianals shaft have been paid m lull 
QUANTITY DESCRIPTION PRICE AMOUNT 
Analyze TV. t>i 'A A<V.w*Wj 
/ -
931 — 
^ 
V9 
TERMS: A FINANCE CHARGE OF 114% PER MONTH (18% PER ANNUM) WILL BE CHARGED ON THE UNPAID BALANCE 
OF PAST DUE ACCOUNTS.CUSTOMER AGREES TO PAY A REASONABLE ATTORNEY'S FEE ANO OTHER COSTS 
OF CQLLECJIflN AFTER OEFAULT AND REFERRAL TO AN ATTORNEY 
ALL CLAIMS ANO RETURNED GOOOS MUST HAVE PRIOR APPROVAL OF PEMCO. s?^* 
<?*. a 7 
pomco 
I PRODUCT ENGINEERING & MANUFACTURING CO / /^ fi ^/ ^yEd^^Cu^ £.+**•*'&"'' I 
4727 South Riverside Drive 
Murray. Utah 84107 
(801) 268-2577 
kjd i a I 11 |iI I ! it i L,t <J111J L o n t r o 1 M A f / N 1 " -
"pd M M I b y : 
Marvin Carls ton 
BELT CONVEYORS • PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT FROM IDEA TO f IAI 4Uf ACTUR6 • COAL RESEARCH 
<f XL 2L<Z 
NOTES: 
1. There were metal chips in the gear boxes. 
2. The machined parts are not of the best quality (mainly 
the screw and nut) . 
3. There is .anelectronics problem, when we load tfte motors 
down, the current into the motors would drop instead of 
going up as it should have, causing the motor to "stall. 
When the motor stalled the current would then jump to 6 
^mps. 
4. The power output of the (new) motors are inconsistant as 
the motors heated up the output power would drop, sometimes 
almost to zero. 
5. The old motor was consistant in its power output. 
6. The solders on ^ he circuit boards are tp large, this 
could cause problems if not cpntrg>Led. 
7. The screw and nut started to gall under load. 
1 
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£>- i 4>,4 
L L»cuv,e V~-J-^J a-
A shipment 
according 
t i m e , a n d w t* ij i J ! I. a I , 
Q Did you release t no second 1050 to him at 
t h e i i (in in liiii I I in ,u IMI Inns i p i > r o v a l o f t h e f i r s t 
1050? 
A 0 o u I d v o u s a y t h a t, a g a i n , p l e a s e ? 
Q i i i iJ i P C O T " 1 1 * ,c>0 L I D : t : 
a t t h e t i m e hi-* i n d i c a t e d d J .b a p |JI J \ a I i i n v \ \ ' i i i 
L i t s ' ! 
Q Why n o t ? 
A No paymer 
Q D e s econd 1050 
18 possession 
THE WITNESS 
20 ' 
\ THE WITNESS 
second n 
21 
23 
24 
2S 
d
 s econd 
.:. turn 
not i n my hand, too 
w i s i n n e u t r a l p o s s e asjjj i \ , m a t h i r d » J a r t v _ p_o s s e s s i o n 
x'n a company c a l l e d 1 . ri n. " t s p e l l t h e n a m e . 
M R
- E Z R A L OgTien? 
ceo 
N E V I U . HOROWITZ ft SW1NEMART. CCJtTWD SMOWTMANO « W W I W 
1 
2 
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4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
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18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Pa So 
MR. FELT: — which is from our office. 
It's apparently a spiral notebook. The 
first identifiable number is 00061, and it runs through 
00 — I'm sorry, it's C00061, and it runs through 
C00108, apparently. 
MR. MOLGARD: Okay. That number is put on by 
your office, I take it? 
MR. FELT: That's correct, that's our document 
control number. 
MR. MOLGARD: The first page not having a 
document control number on it. 
MR. FELT: That's correct. 
THE WITNESS: Essentially, this document sets out 
several sets of information. 
The first page of the document sets out who 
the client involved in the spiral notebook is; that 
there was a credit approval by Mr. Ogden to extend 
credit to Quantum Associates; that my contact people 
were Arnie or Al, his brother, and what their home 
office, their phone number, what type of product we were 
handling for them, which were longs and shorts, and the 
shipping weight of each of those documents; that the 
shipments were to be made as designated by Quantum and 
what the general description was and the general 
description was machine parts with controllers. 
27 
fx 3/ 
1 Q. Okay. Shawn Blazer basically do the same 
2 job you did? 
3 A. No, he didn't. He was being involved in 
4 air export. And as being involved in air export, 
5 basically he took information, messages for us when we 
6 were out of the office — 
7 Q. Okay. 
8 1 A. — on the import side. 
9 Q. Okay. 
10 A. Just to show the nature of some of the 
11 business we handled for Arnie, on C00085 is an 
12 indication that there is a return authorization by Arnie 
13 for six units that it was to be billed collect to 
14 Quantum Associates. 
15 So we have an indication of we will be 
16 receiving a shipment to our warehouse which was not 
17 initiated by Mr. Gaub and that Mr. Gaub would be 
18 responsible for any charges which were associated. 
19 Q. Can I stop you there on page C00086 --
20 A. Uh-huh. 
21 Q. — and ask you to specifically look at the 
22 first entry and read it. 
23 I A. 6/30/83. 1,050 units and 1,050 units. 
24 | Quantum to pay half. Richard on other half. They will 
25 I be storing half. Get second authorization for Soong, 
34 
£x 3^ 
1 July 26th in Las Vegas. What was the next thing that 
2 happened relating to these goods? You got these units in 
3 your warehouse. You've already told us that you asked 
4 that they be released in various quantities and shipped 
5 to customers and that was done, okay? 
6 A Uh-huh. The next — 
7 Q Go ahead. 
8 A The next thing that happened when I had full 
9 verification after the 15th of August after I got back 
10 that the units were indeed defective right out of the 
11 cartons. I contacted S.D. Ogden, Margaret Heiny and told 
12 her we had defective units and not to r p ^ s ^ those 
13 second 1050 after the 30 days was up. 
14 Q When did you do that? 
15 A Sometime between the 15th of August, when I 
16 got back and towards the end of August. And I can't tell 
17 you what the date was. 
18 Q Did you do that in writing? 
19 A No, in a telephone conversation. 
20 Q What did she tell you when you made this 
21 request? 
22 A I'm not sure I rememeber or know if she said 
23 anything at that time. 
24 Q Do you have — did you follow up this phone 
25 call with any kind of written demand, telegraph? 
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it a little bit. 
(By Mr. Felt) Was this Letter of Intent ever 
reduced to a written document or a more legal document? 
A 
Q 
No. 
Did you ever give a copy of this Letter of 
Intent to Scott Ogden or anyone from Scott Ogden? 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
I can't recall. 
Did you ever remember doing that? 
I just can't remember, no. 
This is dated 8-4-83, is that when that 
meeting took place or did the meeting take place on 
August 26th? 
A 
Q 
the date 
A 
I think it took place on August 26th. 
Do you have an explanation as to why it has 
8-4-83 on it? 
My explanation is that someone put an 
erroneous date on there. 
Q And, of course, no one from Cargo Link or 
Scott Ogden were present or privy to that meeting, were 
they? 
A 
only tolc 
going to 
They didn't participate as far as privy. I 
I them I had a meeting to go to where we were 
discuss the problem with ownership of all these 
things that happened. I needed one unit to take with me 
possibly for use in that meeting. 
CK. -A 
ll Q Who did you tell that to? 
2| A I'm sure it was Margaret Heiny because I 
3| really didn' t^deal wjjth Scott at all. He was mostly 
4 management. 
5 Q So if you dealt with people from Cargo Link or 
6 personnel that person would be Margaret Heiny? 
7 A Almost exclusively. 
8 Q Do you remember dealing with anyone besides 
9 Margaret? 
10 A Yes, the other people that were there. 
11 Q Do you know names? 
12 A Huh-uh, no. 
13 Q Besides Margaret Heiny what contact did you 
14 have with anyone else, what did they do for you? 
15 A Release goods at my ..request. 
16 Q Anything more than that? 
17 A That, well, we had a warehousing ^arrangement 
18 so all kinds of things. They just worked for me in that 
19 capacity whatever it entailed. 
20 Q Are we talking about anything more than just 
21 the labor of you would call up and say I want 20 of these 
22 units released to me and then you would go down and 
23 someone would open a door and help you load then, into 
24 your truck? 
25J A Yes, for example, people would bring and would 
48 
1 ship back all kinds of wrecked and defective units and 
2 stuff. So there was a big pile of them in their 
3 warehouse. 
4 Q Who would ship back, customers? 
5 A Customers and also, I don't know where they 
6 all came from. They started collecting it at an enormous 
7 rate. 
8 Q Do you remember dealing with anyone else 
9 besides Margaret Heiny on anything more than just the 
10 administrational tasks of releasing of the units to you 
11 or receiving damaged goods that were shipped back? 
12 A No, I don't remember. Margaret Heiny was 
13 essentially the person in charge there. 
14 Q Now, the agreement dated June 8th, 1983 says, 
15 "Within 30 days after the arrival in Salt Lake City, 
16 Quantum Associates has the option of paying the 189,000 
17 for the remaining 1050 units." Do you remember when the 
18 product arrived in Salt Lake? 
19 A It must have been right on July 26th or 
20 possibly July 25th 'cause they were just barely able to 
21 get one unit out for me, release it from custor.s for me 
22 to fly through here and pick it up for the meeting down 
23 in Las Vegas. 
24 MR. MOLGARD: Can I stop a minute and just ask 
25 a question. It seemed to me you said August 28th when 
c Lx^v 49 
1 you were asking about when that meeting in Las Vegas took 
2 place, did you really mean July 28th? 
3 MR. FELT: I thought I said July 26th. 
4 MR. MOLGARD: Weil, okay. 
5 MR. FELT: Because that's what he testified. 
6 MR. MOLGARD: I think he did. 
7 THE WITNESS: I missed that, too. 
8 MR. MOLGARD: I think you did. I'm not really 
9 sure and maybe I just missed what you said. 
10 MR. FELT: I meant to say July. 
11 MR. MOLGARD: Okay. Fine. And that's when it 
12 was. 
13 THE WITNESS: Yeah, July 26th. 
14 Q (By Mr. Felt) Now, when you didn't pay for 
15 the second 1,050 units within 30 days as called for in 
16 this agreement, what happened? 
17 A I'm not sure I know. 
12 Q Well, what was your agreement that you say you 
19 and Soong reached down in this meeting in Las Vegas that 
20 you say took place on July 26th? 
21 A Concerning the agreement, concerning what? 
22 Q Concerning whatever you agreed to. What did 
23 you agree to in this meeting? 
24 A Well, there was a lot of things, royalties, 
25 continued to discuss the defective units. 
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I want to know what you agreed to pertaining 
to the units. 
A 
Q 
these ei 
A 
what all 
Q 
to do. 
What units? 
Well, any units. Any of these units, any of 
ther the first 1,050 or the second 1,050? 
I don't know whether I can recall what all — 
we discussed. 
What I'm interested in now is what you agreed 
Do you remember, did you reach any agreement 
about how to handle the second 1,050 units that you were 
supposed 
i A 
because 
none in 
unpacked 
Q 
1 didn't r 
June 8th 
A 
Q 
i A 
Q 
on those 
A 
Q 
to pay for within 30 days, but hadn't? 
Well, I don't believe we could get that far 
the first 1050 hadn't been released yet. I had 
my possession except the one that was never ever 
in Las Vegas. 
So, the answer to my question is, no you 
each any agreement that varied the terms of the 
, 1983 agreement? 
I'm not sure about that. 
Well, did you or didn't you? 
I can't recall. 
Do you say that you ever reached an agreement 
second 1,050 units? 
Yes. 
Different than the agreement that is written 
£ X S<7> 51 
1 down, that's Exhibit 3? 
2 A Yes. 
3 Q When did you reach that agreement? 
4 A Our notes reflect a meeting early in June that 
5 should the first 1050 be defective, I would have the 
6 second 1050 entirely at my disposal paid for to draw 
7 upon, to cannibalize, to repair the first 1050. 
8 Q What notes are these? 
9 A Again, the notes that we were talking about 
10 earlier. 
11 Q The minutes of the meeting? 
12 A Yes. 
13 Q So I take it it was your consent, that if you 
14 weren't pleased with the first 1,050 units that you paid 
15 for, that Soong would give you the second 1,050 units for 
16 free to cannibalize, to make the first units good? 
17 A That was our agreement. 
18 Q You say this is an oral agreement between you 
19 and Soong? 
20 A The agreement was oral, but it was followed up 
21 by the written minutes of the meeting and the 
22 defectiveness was substantiated by the engineering report 
23 that was from Salt Lake which verified the defectiveness 
24 of all of the first 1050 units. 
25 Q So, tell me what happened after the meeting of 
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ROBERT EZRA, A Profcssioral Corporation 
17530 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 201 
Encino, CA 91316 
(818)-995-0215 
LEWIS ANTEN, A Professional Corporation 
17530 Ventura Bl., &201, 
Encino, California 91316 
(818) 501-3535 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 
RICIJAHD SOONG & CO. (USA) 
INC., a corporation, 
Plaintiff?, 
QUANTUM ASSOCIATES, INC., 
a corporation, et al., 
Defendants. 
RELATED COUNTER-CLAIM 
AND THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 
NO. 83-5726-LTL (Gx) 
THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR 
COMPENSATORY AND PUNITIVE 
DAMAGES AND PROVISIONAL AND 
PERMANENT INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 
FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT; 
DEFAMATION AND TRADE LIBEL; 
INTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE 
WITH CONTRACTUAL RELATIONS 
AND PROSPECTIVE ADVANTAGE; 
UNFAIR COMPETITION; FALSE 
PATENT MARKING; AND 
INTENTIONAL AND NEGLIGENT 
MISREPRESENTATIONS. 
Plaintiff alleges: 
FIRST COUNT 
(Breach of Contract - Quantum Associates) 
1. Plaintiff is a corporation incorporated, organized and 
existing under the laws of the State of California with its 
principal place of business in Irvine, California. Plaintiff is 
informed and believes anc1 thereon alleges that defendant Quantum 
Associates, Inc. is a coiporation incorporated, organized and 
existing under the laws of the State of Wyoming with its 
principal place of business in Wyoming. Defendants Arnold Gaub 
_1
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5. On or about August 4, 1983, after accepting delivery of 
the initial 2,100 units pursuant to the agreement between the 
[parties, the defendants exercised their option to buy the 
remaining 1,050 units at $180.00 apiece, CIF Port of Los Angeles. 
6. Beginning on or about August 5, 1983, the plaintiff 
tendered delivery of said $1,050 units. The defendants 
(wrongfully rejected and refused to pay for these units. 
7. Plaintiff has performed all conditions and covenants on 
its part to be performed under its contract with the defendants, 
except to the extent its performance has been prevented, or its 
nonperformance, if any, justified or excused by the conduct of 
the defendants. 
8. As a direct result of the defendants1 breach of 
contract, the plaintiff was and continues to be damaged by the 
nonpayment of the purchase price, for duty, customs and 
repackaging charges (the units were, at the defendants' request, 
specially packaged to Quantum's specifications), and by other 
commercially reasonable and necessary charges incurred and being 
incurred in maintaining the units and in mitigating its damages. 
These damages are in excess of $200,000.00. 
SECOND COUNT 
Breach of Covenant of Good Faith and 
Fair Dealing - All Defendants) 
9. Plaintiff repleads paragraphs 1 - 3 of the complaint as 
though fully set forth herein. 
10. On or about JuJy, 1983, plaintiff and the defendants 
entered into a written contract, a true and correct copy of which 
is attached hereto as Exhibit "C" and incorporated herein by 
-3-
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ROBERT EZRA, A Professional Corporation 
17530 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 201 
Encino, CA 91316 
(818)- 995-0215 
LEV/IS ANTEN, A Pro£e:;-ior n 1 Corporation 
17530 Ventura Bl. , S201, 
Encino, California 91316 
(813) 501-3535 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 
RICHAWD SOONG & CO. (USA) 
INC., a corporation, 
Plaintiff?, 
V. 
QUANTUM ASSOCIATES, INC., 
a corporation, et al., 
Defendant?. 
RELATED COUNTER-CLAIM 
AND THIRD-PART* COMPLAINT 
NO. 83-5726-LTL (Gx) 
THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR 
COMPENSATORY AND PUNITIVE 
DAMAGES AND PROVISIONAL AND 
PERMANENT INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 
FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT; 
DEFAMATION AND TRADE LIBEL; 
INTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE 
WITH CONTRACTUAL RELATIONS 
AND PROSPECTIVE ADVANTAGE; 
UNFAIR COMPETITION; FALSE 
PATENT MARKING; AND 
INTENTIONAL AND NEGLIGENT 
MISREPRESENTATIONS. 
Plaintiff alleges 
FIRST COUNT 
(Breach of Contract - Quantum Associates) 
1. Plaintiff is a corporation incorporated, organized and 
existing under the laws of the State of California with its 
principal place of business in Irvine, California. Plaintiff is 
informed and believes anc< thereon alleges that defendant Quantum 
Associates, Inc. is a coiporation incorporated, organized and 
existing under the laws < f the State of Wyoming with its 
principal place of busim ss in Wyoming. Defendants Arnold Gaub 
- I - EXHIBIT ± 2tJ(o 
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5. On or about August 4, 1983, after accepting delivery of 
the initial 2,100 units pursuant to the agreement between the 
parties, the defendants exercised their option to buy the 
remaining 1,050 units at $180.00 apiece, GIF Port of Los Angeles. 
6. Beginning on or about August 5, 1983, the plaintiff 
tendered delivery of said $1,050 units. The defendants 
[wrongfully rejected and refused to pay for these units. 
7. Plaintiff has performed all conditions and covenants on 
its part to be performed under its contract with the defendants, 
except to the extent its performance has been prevented, or its 
nonperformance, if any, justified or excused by the conduct of 
the defendants. 
8. As a direct result of the defendants1 breach of 
contract, the plaintiff was and continues to be damaged by the 
nonpayment of the purchase price, for duty, customs and 
repackaging charges (the units were, at the defendants' request, 
specially packaged to Quantum's specifications), and by other 
commercially reasonable and necessary charges incurred and being 
incurred in maintaining the units and in mitigating its damages. 
These damages are in excess of $200,000.00. 
SECOND COUNT 
Breach of Covenant of Good Faith and 
Fair Dealing - All Defendants) 
9. Plaintiff repleads paragraphs 1 - 3 of the complaint as 
though fully set forth herein. 
10. On or about JuJy, 1983, plaintiff and the defendants 
entered into a written contract, a true and correct copy of which 
is attached hereto as Exhibit "C" and incorporated herein by 
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PAUL S. FELT (A1055) of 
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
Attorneys for Defendants 
400 Deseret Building 
79 South Main Street 
P. 0. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385 
Telephone: (801) 532-1500 
QUINNEY 
1BEKER 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
ooOoo 
QUANTUM ASSOCIATES, INC., 
a corporation, and ARNOLD A. 
GAUB, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
SCOTT D. OGDEN, a/k/a S.D. 
OGDEN, d/b/a CARGO LINK 
INTL, and S.D. OGDEN AND 
ASSOCIATES, CARGO LINK 
INTERNATIONAL, INC., d/b/a 
CARGO LINK INTERNATIONAL, a 
corporation and GREAT AMERICAN 
INSURANCE COMPANIES, a corpora-
tion, a/k/a GREAT AMERICAN WEST, 
INC. , 
ANSWER 
Civil No. C-86-7398 
Defendants, 
ooOoo 
Defendants Scott D. Ogden, a/k/a S.D. Ogden d/b/a Cargo 
Link Intl and S.D. Ogden and Associates, Cargo Link International, 
Inc. and Great American Insurance Companies a/k/a Great American 
West, Inc. answer plaintiffs1 Complaint as follows: 
H 4^ 
AY, QUINNEY 
& NEBEKER 
100 Descrei Bidg 
SALT LAKE CIT> . 
UTAH tHJll 
state that the only applicable policy which could possibly be 
construed as covering said goods is a policy of Warehouseman's 
Legal Liability Insurance, 
10. Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragra 
3 of the Third Cause of Action of plaintiffs1 Complaint. 
11. Defendants deny each and every other allegation 
contained in plaintiffs1 Complaint not expressly admitted herein. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
As a separate and affirmative defense, these defendants 
state that if plaintiffs suffered damages as set forth in their 
Complaint, said damages were caused or contributed to by the 
actions of plaintiffs who were negligent in a degree equal to or 
greater than the negligence of these defendants, if any. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
As a separate and affirmative defense, these defendants 
state that plaintiffs failed to mitigate their damages. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
As a separate and affirmative defense, these defendants 
allege that the goods in question were not the property of 
plaintiffs or at least said ownership is currently being disputed 
between the plaintiffs and Richard Soong and Company Ltd. in 
litigation currently pending in the Federal Court in California. 
The outcome of this litigation may determine the ownership of the 
goods in question. If the plaintiffs do not own the goods in 
question, there can be no liability against any of the defendants 
in this matter. 
-3-
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EXHIBIT 8 
July 8, 1983 
Mr. Arnold Gaub 
Quantum Assoc ia tes 
Box 18 ft~ 
Alpine, Wyoming 831*28 ~* 
Dear Amies ^ / ' 
Re: Shipment of 2100 units 
We wish to acknowledge your sincerity in the settlement 
for the first portion of the shipment* We recognize that 
you have taken this first half in good faith, and we 
appreciate this very much. Regarding the second half, 
knowing your willingness to accept the balance of the 
shipment, as long as the units meet with your, approval, 
we would anticipate that you also realize our need to 
have the balance approved and funds released as soon 
as possible. 
The 454 units,which we .supplied additionally also 
represent a considerable investment on our part, but 
it has always been our wish to provide whateverHhas 
been necessary to assure your continued confidence 
in us* 
The vessel carrying the present shipment will arrive on 
July 9, 1983. Our information from Evergreen Line is that 
it should be available for pick-up on Monday, July 11, 1983. 
We have notified Ogden Associates to that effect/ and all 
the shipping documents should now be in their hands. 
Again, we are pleased to have been able to reopen the doors 
to doing business with you, and we would appreciate very 
much hearing your suggestions as to how best to continue 
sales of the 110 V units with you. 
Richard Soor\g 
President 
RS-ek \ ^DEPOSITION 
R S
-
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 "I- EXHIBIT 
* _i 
JL L M - r ClEAT/MvtRlCVN INSURANCE COMPANIES I N L A N D M A R I N E P R O O F O F L O S S 
POLICY N U M B B H 
3P52*9741 
CERTIF ICATE N U M B E R 
sam e 
AGENTS NAME 
R i c h i r d Q. P e r r y Agency 
A M O U N T OF POLICY 
, 1,130,J JO.DQ 0-27-83 
ADDRESS 
515 So. 
ISSUED 
700 Fast, Suite 2-H Salt L-ke City, Ut 1 SW?— 
EXPIRES 
6-27-84 
AGENCY AT 
kh 
TO _ Great American Insurance Co. 
-OF- P.O. Box 5405 T.A. 
BY T H E ABOVE N U M B E R E D POLICY OF I N S U R A N C E YOU I N S U R E D 
Denver, Colorado 80217 
AGAINST LOSS OR DAMAGE UPON T H E PROPERTY DESCRIBED A C C O R D I N G TO T H E TERMS A N D C O N D I T I O N S OF T H E SAID POLICY A N D 
ALL FORMS. ENDORSEMENTS, TRANSFERS A N D A S S I G N M E N T S ATTACHED THERETO, 
( t ) O T H E R I N S U R A N C E : THERE W A S OTHER A D D I T I O N A L I N 6 U R A N C E UPON T H E PROPERTY COVERED BY SAID POLICY TO 
THE A M O U N T OF $ ~ ^ ~ . AS MORE PARTICULARLY SET FORTH I N T H E A P P O R T I O N M E N T ATTACHED UNDER S C H E D U L E 
- B " BESIDES W H I C H THERE WAS NO POLICY OR OTHER CONTRACT OP INSURANCE W R I T T E N OR O R A L . V A L I D OR I N V A L I D . 
(2 ) TIME AND ORIGIN: A LOSS OCCURRED ON THE: 2 ^ h _ _ _ _ D A Y „«. A u g u s t i«.__8_5 
ABOUT THE HOUR a* - Q'rinr* - u
 AT S a l t Lake C i t y , u t a i i 
THE CAUSE AND oRiatN OF THE SAID LOSS OR DAMAGE wor t h e r e s u l t of war ehouseraan r e l ea s ing , 
goods to o t h e r s owned by Quantum A s s o c i a t e s , I n c . whose l e i n h o l d e r and 
Ingg Tiaypp was S t a r Va l l ey S t a t e Bank of Af ten , '.Yyominfi 
AT T H E T I M * OF T H E LOSS OR DAMAGE T H E SAID PROPERTY W A S I N T H E CU8TODY O F -
International. 
S.D. C&aen/CarG0 Link 
POLICE W E R E N O T I F I E D AT_ not a r m l i c a b l c DATE NOTIFIED- 77T 
cai 
( 3 ) T I T L E A N D I N T E R E S T 1 THE PROPERTY DESCRIBED IN-THIB POLICY ANO ON .WHICH UQBB<JB CLAIMED* BELONGED A3L 
TIM* OF SAID LOSS SOLELY ™ quantum A s s o c i a t e s , i n c . , Arnola A. tiaup & oTar V a i r e / g t c 
AND NO OTHER PERSON OR ~ » « ™ « M i n A M V ^ * » * « . T u r o r , ,
 g y ~ . T * - * * S O P H S U p O I l p r O Q l Q I ^ l l Q t 
having manufactured the first naif of shipment defectively. 
T H E INTEREST PROTECTED BY T H I S POLICY ANO FOR W H I C H C L A I M IS MADE IS T H A T ** ^ a I * V . a ^ " * " ^ a e B > 
L e i n h o l d e r and Lose Payee , and Quantum A s s o c i a t e s , l n c . / A r n o i a i U5HF 
• TATC WHKTHCft O W N M , AGCNT. BAIi.CE. COMMON CARRIER, IMIPRtR. 
( 4 ) C H A N G E S : SINCE THE SAID POLICY WAS ISSUED THERE HAS BEEN NO ASSIGNMENT THEREOF OR CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP. 
USE, POSSESSION D E S T I N A T I O N . OR EXPOSURE O F T H E PROPERTY DESCRIBED OR OF YOUR I N S U R E D ' S INTEREST T H E R E I N . EJCCEPTt 
( 5 ) T H E C A S H V A L U E OR INVOICE COST OF SAID PROPERTY AT THE T IME OF T H E LOSS WAS 
( 6 ) T H E W H O L E L O S S A N D D A M A G E AS STATED UNDER SCHEDULE - A - W A S 
( 7 ) T H E A M O U N T C L A I M E D UNDER THE ABOVE NUMBERED POLICY IS 
. 585,140.00 
s P j i T i j f i n c b j : 
«2.150«00Q.C 
( 8 ) A G R E E M E N T S : THE INSURED AGREES TO ACCEPT IN FULL PAYMENT, SATISFACTION AND COMPROMISE OF ALL CLAIMS 
UNDER T H E SAID POLICY BY REASON O F T H E SAID LOSS OR DAMAGE THE SUM r>» T w f i | ^ 1 "j " H P m 0 D P T T u n r i T p H 
F i f t y Thousand fr No/100 DOULAR. , 2 , 1 ^ 0 ,Q00.._( 
DESCRIPTION AND/OR SCHEDULES AS TO LOSS DESCRIBED A N D / O R STATEMENT OF LOSS A N D OTHER MATTERS ATTACHED OR 
APPEARING ON OTHER SIDE ARE MAOE A PART HEREOF. 
T H E SAID LOSS OR DAMAGE D ID NOT O R I G I N A T E BY ANY ACT. DESIGN, OR PROCUREMENT ON T H E PART OF YOUR I N S U R E D . OR 
THIS A F F I A N T : N O T H I N G HAS BEEN DONE BY OR W I T H T H E PRIV ITY OR CONSENT OF YOUR I N S U R E D OR T H I S AFF IANT . TO V I O L A T I 
THE C O N D I T I O N S OF THE POLICY. OR RENDER IT V O I D : NO ARTICLES ARE M E N T I O N E D H E R E I N OR IN A N N E X E D SCHEDULES BUT SUCK 
AS WERE LOST OR DAMAGED AT T I M E OF SAID LOSS: NO PROPERTY SAVED HAS IN ANY MANNER BEEN CONCEALED. A N D N O ATTCMPI 
TO DECEIVE THE SAID COMPANY AS TO EXTENT OF SAID LOSS. HAS IN ANY MANNER BEEN MAOE. ANY OTHER I N F O R M A T I O N THA* 
MAY BE REQUIRED W I L L BE F U R N I S H E D ON CALL . A N O C O N S I D E R E D A PART OF THESE PROOF8 . 
IT IS EXPRESSLY UNDERSTOOD ANO AGREED THAT THE FURNISHINO OF THIS BLANK TO THE INSURED OR THE PREPAR1NO OF PROOFS BY A 
ADJUSTER OR ANY AGENT OF THE ABOVE COMPANY IS NOT A WAIVER OF ANY RIGHTS OF SAID COMPANY. 
STATE OF Wyrvrn n g 
COUNTY OF , L i n c o l n 
SUBSCRIBED A N D SWORN TO BEFORE ME T H I S . J3&L 
PEFL. 
-DAY OF « 
S t a r V a l l e y S t a t e Bank, £e inho] 
8c Loss P a y e e , and Quantum Assoc 
I r ic . /Ai i ia lQ A . Q - u b T r ^ . »"•"«« 
^ e — < T I T?r | 
/* eff^w ^ u u L 
. N O T A R Y P U B L I C OR JUSTICE OF T H E P*A< 
I M P O R T A N T " 1 0 INSURE PROMPT ATTENTION TO THIS ClAIM IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT EVERY DETAIL OF THE ABOVE FORM AS W i l l AS STA 
MINT OF 10SS APPEARINO ON BACX HEREOF BE FIllED IN AND THAT A l l RELEVANT DOCUMENTS IE ATTACH I. D HERETO. 
6 c H^ 
AFFADAVIT 
I, Arnold A. Gaub, President of Quantum Associates, Inc., 
verify that we owned the second half of the shipment lost to 
us by an unauthorized release of those goods by our warehouseman, 
S.D. Ogden, Cargo Link International. 
The documentation from the court records is provided 
attached which proves by fifteen points to the court the le^al 
ownership rights to the ~roduct by Quantum Associates, Inc.. 
In brief summary, the first half of the product paid for 
in advance by Quantum Associates, Inc., mortgaged by Star 
Valley State Bank, leinholder and loss payee, was determined 
wholly defective by ?n engineering firm of Salt L:;kc City 
which was sir * lied samples** ?nd subsequent r\°;re .ments between 
the consignor, R* S. Soong, and the consignee, Quantum Assoc. 
Inc., ,fave the second half of the shipment to Quantum Associates, 
Inc. to allow them to rebuild, repair, and make whole or 
sellable the first half of the defective shipment. The 
warehouser for Quantum, S.D. O^den et al was notified not to 
release that second half shipment to others, but refused 
Quantum's request, and negligently released tviose goods 
instead of filing an interpleading for his own protection, or 
notifying Quantum of the release so that the stoppage could 
hpve bcen efe'eted by court action by Quantum Associates, Inc. 
Dated May 9, 1989. 
Quantum Associates, Inc. 
Arnold A. Gaub/Prcs. 
^ 
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RAY, OUINNEY & N E B E K E R 
P R O F C S S I O N A U CORPORATION 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
ALONZO W. WATSON. JR. 
STEPHEN B. NEBEKER 
MITCHELL MELICH 
U RIOO LARSON 
DON B. ALLEN 
MERLIN O. BAKER 
CLARK P. GILES 
JAMES W. FREED 
H. HAL VISICK 
EUGENE H. BRAMHALL 
NARRVEL E. HALL 
JAMES L. WILOE 
M. JOHN ASHTON 
HERBERT C. LIVSEY 
WILLIAM A. MARSHALL 
JAMES Z. DAVIS 
J. MICHAEL KELLY 
PAUL S. FELT 
GERALD T. SNOW 
ALAN A. ENKE 
JONATHAN A. DIBBLE 
SCOTT H. CLARK 
STEVEN H. GUNN 
JAMES S. JAROINE 
KENT H. MUROOCK 
JANET HUGIE SMITH 
DOUGLAS MATSUMORI 
ROBERT P.HILL 
RICHARD G. ALLEN 
ANTHONY W. SCHOFlELD 
NORMAN L. ASHTON 
ALLEN L. ORR 
BRAO O. HARDY 
BRIAN E. KATZ 
A. ROBERT THORUP 
LARRY G. MOORE 
ANTHONY B.OUINN 
THOMAS L. KAY 
BRUCE U OLSON 
JOHN A. ADAMS 
DOUGLAS M. MONSON 
CRAIG CARLILE 
STEVEN W. HARRIS 
RICHARD H. CASPER 
KEVIN G. GLADE
 nmmarm 
JEFFREY D. EISENBERG 
ENID GREENE 
SUSAN GOREY DEISLEY 
ANITA F. RATCLIFFE 
LESTER K. ESSIG 
IRA B. RUBINFELD 
STEPHEN C, TINGEY 
JOSEPH KELLY 
STEVEN L. KNUDSON 
C ROBERT SIMPSON 
M A R K O . MORRIS 
WILLIAM E. SIOER ^ ^ 
STEVEN J. AESCHBACHER 
4 0 0 D E S E R E T B U I L O I N O 
7 9 S O U T H MAIN S T R E E T 
P. O B O X 4 6 3 6 5 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 8 4 1 4 5 - 0 3 8 5 
T E L E P H O N E (OOI) B 3 2 - I S O O 
TCLCCOPten N O taou » 3 t - 7 » 4 3 
2 I O F I R S T S E C U R I T Y BANK 8 L O O 
9 2 N O R T H U N I V E R S I T Y A V E N U E 
PROVO, UTAH 6-4601-4-420 
(BOI) 2 2 B - 7 2 I O 
1 0 2 0 F I R S T S E C U R I T Y BANK B L O O 
2 4 0 4 W A S H I N G T O N B O U L E V A R O 
OGOCN, UTAH 8*4-401-2306 
(BOI) © 2 1 - 0 7 1 3 
or COUNSEL 
ALBERT R BOWEN 
W J OCONNOR JR 
PAUL H RAY (1803-1067) 
C PRESTON ALLEN 0O2l-IO7t) 
MARVIN J BERTOCH (IQ(S-t07e> 
A H NEBEKE.R (I603MOSO) 
S J OUINNEY (1603-1063) 
January 28, 1986 
Gerald L. Goulding 
FROME & GOULDING 
84 East 4th 
P.O. Box 968 
Afton, Wyoming 83iiu 
Re. Great American Insurance Company 
Star Valley State Bank suuc w<*...»
Quantum Associates, Inc. and S.D. Ogden 
& Associates 
Dear Mr. Goulding: 
We write in response to your letter of January 9, 1986 in 
which you request copies of Great American policies #BP 3 23 98 41 
and #BP 3 23 97 41. We presume that you obtained those two policy 
numbers from the copy _of_ the certificate of insurance attached to 
your letter. It appears that the "8" in policy #BP 3 23 98 41 is a 
misprint and should have been a M7 M . The single -pol-ioy that 
expired on June 27, 19"83 is #BP 3 23 97 41. A second policy, 
#BP 3 23 19 16, was issued on June 27, 1983 for a one-year period. 
Enclosed are copies of the two policies. 
As you may be aware, Great American has considered 
carefully the information provided to it by Mr. Arnold Gaub of 
Quantum Associates, Inc. and obtained from other sources. During 
the course of Great American's investigation, certain mlormation 
has been gathered which may be of some assistance to you in piecing 
together what happened and in better understanding why Great 
American has denied coverage on Quantum's claim at the present time, 
c\ Hi 
Gerald L. Goulding 
January 28, 1986 
Page 2 
As you will note from the Change Endorsement to Policy 
#BP 3 23 97 41, Bailee's Customers "All Risk" coverage was added to 
the policy effective October 29, 1982 with limits of $75,000.00. 
Based upon information obtained from Quantum's insurance 
agent, we understand that on or about June 16, 1983 while policy 
#BP 3 23 97 41 (policy period from 6/27/82 to 6/27/83) was in 
effect, a certificate of insurance was issued at the request of 
Quantum and Star Valley State Bank showing Star Valley State Bank 
as a certificate holder and loss payee. The certificate speci-
fically states concerning Quantum: "It is agreed Quantum 
Associates is named as an additional insured, but only as respects 
their interest in Customer's Bailees coverage provided by this 
policy." You will note that the certificate makes specific 
reference to the following types of insurance under policy 
#BP 3 23 97 41: General Liability (including Comprehensive Form, 
Premises -- Operations, Products Completed Operations Hazard, 
Contractual Insurance, Broad Form Property Damage and Personal 
Injury) and Customers Bailees Reporting Form. The certificate is 
dated just nine days before the policy was to expire on June 27, 
1983. The policy expiration date of 6/27/84 shown on the 
certificate of insurance is in error. 
When a new policy (#BP 4 31 19 16 with a policy period 
from 6/27/83 to 6/27/84) was issued, it contained warehousemen1s 
legal liability coverage and expressly covered goods warehoused by 
S.D. Ogden for others at both S.D. Ogden's warehouse (4980 W. 
Amelia Earhart Drive) and the free trade zone location (410 No. 
Wright Bros. Drive) where we understand the second 1050 satellite 
disk drive units at issue were stored. The Warehouseman's 
Liability Form which is part of policy #BP 4 31 19 16 shows that 
limits of $250,000.00 and-$400,000.00, respectively, applied to the 
two warehouse locations identified in the previous sentence. A 
premium of $1,287.00 was paid for this coverage. The alleged loss 
of the 1050 units occurred during the period in which policy 
#BP 4 31 19 16 was in!force and therefore the provisions of that 
policy govern. 
The insuring agreement on the warehousemen's legal 
liability coverage form which is part of policy #BP 4 31 19 16 
obligates Great American as follows: 
To pay on behalf of the Insured all sums 
which the Insured shall become legally obligated 
to pay by reason of liability imposed on the 
Insured as a warehouseman or assumed by the 
Insured under contract as a warehouseman, for 
U L^ 
Gerald L. Goulding 
January 28, 1986 
Page 3 
loss or damage to personal property of others 
situated at the premises specified in the 
Schedule, occurring during the policy period. 
As you will note from your review of the warehouseman's legal 
liability coverage under policy #BP 4 31 19 16, there are specific 
exclusions for (1) unexplained losses, or (2) voluntary parting 
with title or possession of the property of others if induced to do 
so by any fraudulent scheme, trick, device or false pretense. The 
very same exclusions are also contained in the Bailee's Customers 
"All Risks11 coverage under the first policy, #BP 3 23 97 41. 
It is our understanding based upon information provided us 
by Mr. Gaub and based upon pleadings provided us by Mr. Gaub's 
counsel that litigation is currently pending in federal district 
court in California between Quantum Associates, Inc. and Richard 
Soong & Co. One of the central issues in that litigation 
apparently is whether ownership of the second 1050 satellite disk 
drive units belongs to Quantum or Soong. Great American takes the 
position that before Quantum Associates, Inc. has a claim to 
recover on an alleged loss under the policy (through S.D. Ogden 
which is the named insured and warehouseman), Quantum must first 
establish that it in fact is the owner of the units at issue. If 
Soong is determined to be the lawful owner, then Quantum has no 
claim^ Great American in an earlier letter to Mr. Gaub set forth 
its position and stated that if Quantum is successful in 
establishing in the California action its claim of ownership to the 
second 1050 units, Great American will again consider Quantum's 
claim without prejudice as to the time that may have elapsed 
between the denial of coverage and any subsequent reconsideration. 
Inasmuch as Star Valley State Bank is at best a loss payee 
under the first policy, Great American takes the position that the 
Bank is in no better position than Quantum Associates, Inc. If 
Quantum is able to establish that it has a valid claim, then the 
Bank also might have *a claim. Great American is willing to extend 
the same consideration to Star Valley State Bank that it has to 
Quantum, viz., if Quantum establishes in the California action that 
it is the lawful owner of the second 1050 units, Great American 
will again consider any claim of Quantum, or of the Bank as a loss 
payee, without prejudice as to the elapsed time. 
In accordance with your request, enclosed is a Great 
American proof of loss form. Great American will be glad to review 
any proof of loss form it receives but likely would take the same 
position already stated in this letter unless information is 
presented that warrants taking a different position. 
yv- u£j 
Gerald L. Goulding 
January 28, 1986 
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If you are in possession of information or documents that 
you believe Great American should be aware of, please make the same 
available to us. Finally, if you have any questions regarding 
the content of this letter, do not hesitate to contact us. 
Very truly yours, 
PSF/JAA:cs 
Enclosures 
cc: Hal Vorhees 
9045A 
